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CHAPTER I.
THE lllISSING GIRL.

Outfit City was one of the smallest of the many little
posts along the Overland coach trail.
It was into this little hamlet that Buffalo Bill, chief of
scouts, rode one fin<." October afternoon.
At this time Buffalo Bill was engaged upon a special
m1ss1on.
It was tp put an encl to the constant succession of robberies that had been going on along the Overland trails
and especially to put an encl to the depredations of an
un11 sal ly bold band of thie,·es who called themselves the
. M ountecl Sharps of the Overland.
Lloyd \ Vinter, the superintendent of that portion of the
Overland trails, had applied to the gov<."rnment for extra
protection along this part of the tntil.
Buffalo Bill, the finest scout the world has ever produced, was tllSsignecl to the duty.
A few davs before news had been received that a Caiifornia randier, Lee lt15ley by name, was to pass along the
trail going eastward, carrying with him his fortune, coi~- /
sistirig of $30,000 in jewels and money.
His daughter, Lola Insley, a daring frontier .girl, had
been the tJ1eans of foi ling the bandits who had heard. of
the rich prize, and had laid special plans to capture it.

The father had not arrived in the coach he was expected to travel in, as he had been taken sick at a point
further back on the road, but the girl had gone on herself
on a coach other than the one she was expected to travel
on.
Buffalo Bill had come to rruard the coach along the
roads, and she had turned ov~r the jewels and mon_ey to
him for safe keeping while she went on to Outfit City.
That same night the bandits, one of whom was a ;;~~re,
another a Chinaman, disappointed in their plan W get 1nsley's money, had raided another coach and take.lil. off as
prisoners two young men who had been ?~ a visit west
to friends at Fort Farawav, the nearby military post.
Buffalo Bill knew one o{ the bandits-the negro, known
as Darkev Dick. who. had been charged with robbery and
tnurclerin.o· a man at Fort Faraway, bnt who had escaped.
Buffaloi:oBill had two objects in going to Outfit City:
One ;vas to turn over to Lola Insley the valuables winch
he had been carrying for her, the other was to inform
Lloyd Winter of the kidnaping of the two young men and
to prepare himself with provisions and sup~lies .so that
· he could run down the outlaws and rescue their pnsoners.
He met Lloyd \iVinter, the superintendent of the Overland trail, at the only hotel in the place, and made his
report.
\Vinter gave him some news that surprised hin\
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"Lola Insley has been captured by the outlaws," he ·
said. "The coach she traveled in was empty when it ar. rived here.
"But I am glad that the valuables are safe, anyway," he
added, as the scout turned over the bag containing the
money and jewels to him for safe keeping.
Buffalo Bill started and stared at Winter.
"Captured!" he exclaimed. "N('braska Ned was the
driver of the coach· she traveled in."
"Yes, and ·a good driver he is," said the superintende·n t;
"the coach arrived here empty and there is no way of
knowing how the girl was taken out of it. The door was
closed and the coach had not been broken open in any
way, so far as we could see. Ned was nearly crazy. He
thought his passenger was safe asleep in the coach until
he drove in here and found it empty."
"That takes me bjtck a little, I must confess," said Buffalo Bill. "I see I have my work cut ont for me. Two
men, visitors tq Fort Faraway, have been held for ransom, and now that this girl is captured that makes three
prisoners that the outlaws have in their possession."
"I have more news for you, too," said the superintendent.
"What is it ?"
"Lee Insley, the father of the girl who was captured, is
coming through. to Outfit City to-night."
''I thought he was sick."
"He has recovered sufficiently to travel, and besides he
is very anxious to join his daughter. He thinks she is
here at Outfit City."
"Has he hired a special coach?"
"Yes; the coach we call the California coach has been
res~rved for his use."
·
"When is he due here?"
.
·"An hour or so after the regular coach."
"Well, then, I have no time to lose," said Buffalo Bill.
"The outlaws seem to be on•the trails in foll force, and
they would never let a prize like Lee Insley go by. They
don't know that I have deposited his money safe and
sound here at Outfit City, and they'll attack his coach
sure. I have time to foil them, though."
"How?"
''The dangerous part of the road-that is the portion of
the trail where Captain Coolhand and his Mounted Sports
get in their fine work-lies between here and the relay station. If I can reach there before the coach I will guide it
here by a trail known only to myself, avoiding the regular
roads. -rhe outlaws may then wait all night for the
coach, but they'll never see it."
The relay station where the coaches going to Outfit
City '"'·ere supplied with fresh horses was known as Lone
Sam"s cabin. as it was situated on a lonely part of the trail,
and the relay agent who hacl charge of the horses of
the Overland Company stationed there was a solitary individual known as Lone Sam.
It was situated fully thirty miles from Outfit City.
Could the scout reach it in time?
That was the question that rose to the lips of Lloyd
\i\'inters. the superintendent of the Overland trail.
Buffalo Bill answered it by springing to his feet and
calling to the landlord of the hotel in which the conversation took place.
··noots and saddles is the word!" he cried, as he sprang

upon his prancing steed and lightly touched its glossy
flanks with his gleaming spurs .
He was away in a cloud of dust, flying at a gallop down
the lonely road.
It was a long ride.
Night was coming on apace, but the scout cared little
for the gathering darkness and at last he reached the solitary cabin of Lone Sam, the stock-tender.
Sam was not visible about the place as the scout dismounted, but a glance at the horses in the corral showed
him that the California coach had not yet arrived.
All the horses there were fresh. This Would not have
bee1·1 the case had the California coach been there and
gone, for the tired horses that had taken it that far would
f1ave been kept in the corral and replaced by fresh ones.
CHAPTER II.
LONE SAM'S RESCUE.

Buffalo Bill had much to meditate over, in the happenings of the night, and he sat gazing into the smoldering
fire which he found in Lone Sam's cabin with his mind ·
busy.
He was pleased that he had gotten rid of the large treasure intrusted to his keeping, and felt that it •least was
safe.
Having done his duty thus far, Buffalo Bill could only
wait for the coming of the California coach, for there was
nothing else that he could do.
In the meantime Nebraska Ned was driving along the
trail on his way back from Outfit City, where h~ had re··
ceived no passengers, and where he had received a severe
reprimand from Winters for allowing his passenger to be
kidnaped, with the appearance of an utterly dejected man.
He had left Outfit City before Buffalo Bill, but the scout
had taken an almost unknown trail which was much
shorter than the regular coach road.
Every few minutes there would break from the lips cif
Nebraska Ned the exclamation :
"My God! My God!
1
'I am a ruined man !"
He seemed to go on his way mechanically, allowing his
horses to take their own way, and although it was already
dark they seemed to know their way well.
As he ascended the long slope which the trail wound
up to the ridge, thus crossing the mountains where the
outlaws held such an advantage, a .voice sounded ahead in
the darkness :
"Halt!
"Hands up, Nebraska Ned !"
"All right! I 've halted, so have your way, for you
can't do me any harm now," was the meek response.
"It is not the custom of the Mountain Sharps to harm
the drivers of the coaches at any time, unless they force us
to give them a lesson," was the answer that came out of
the darkness ahead.
•
"Well, have your way; but you'll get nothing from my
coach this night."
"That remains to be seen."
"I'm not lying to you.
"I had a rich freight, but it was stolen miles back."
"Do you mean this?" asked the voice quickly, for the ·
man was not yet visible.
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"I does." •
"Well, there was a lady along."
"Yes; go on."
"She has dead boodles of wealth."
"I see."
"But what became of it?"
"It was taken, too."
"Ah! a . rich haul indeed; but I would rather be sure
Gf this, for you drivers are experts at lving."
"Well, go through the old hearse, a~d if you find anything of value yer is welcome to it as a gift from me."
"I knew that you had a lady passenger who carried a
-_
rich freight; but I will have a talk with her."
"I wish to God you could."
"What do you mean?"
"I me; that you blamed cutthroats has got her, too."
""What ! Did they take her?"
"Look in the coach and you'll find her gone. She was
travelin' to O utfit City, an' you fellers got her on the trip
there. She wasn't comin' back this way, anyway. _She
was going East."
"Then you must have been held up after I got the word
to halt."
"I don't know nothin' about what you got, but I does
know ther boodle is all gone, and the !eddy, too."
"\Vas it Captain Cool hand himself?"
"I don ·t know you devils one from t'other."
"\Vere there more than one road agent?"
"How many has you got with you?"
"Why?"
"If I thought you was alone I'd chance it, fer I feel like
killin' somebody to-night, indeed I docs.
"I'd feel better."
"vVcll, I warn you not to try it on me, for it would
cause you to weigh several pounds more as a dead man
that you do now, my men would pile you so full of lead."
"Show 'em up."
"\Vhy?"
"Seein' is believin' ."
"It is too dark for you to see; but I'll give you a hint
that I am not alone."
"Let's have it," and Nebraska Ned was growinP- reck"
less under his trouble.
"Three of you nien send a shot over that fool's head,"
c:;:-.me the stern command.
In stantly there were three flashes, all a dozen feet apart,
and one of the bullets shivered the coach lamp to atoms.
"That's enm.:glt of that blamed nonsense now," growll'd'
Nebraska 1':ed, reining in his leaders, who were startled
by the shots.
"Hearing is believing sometimes as well as seein'," saiJ
the road agent leader, with a laugh.
"Well, you ta :e a peep in ther coach ter see thet the
Jeddy is gone, and s'arch th er outfit if yer feels like it,
fer I ·wants ter git along."
The road agent, as though no longer dreading to expose himself to . 'ed's fire. after revealing that he had
comrades near, walked boldly towar<l the coach, threw
open the door, and flashed the glare of a dark lantern inside.
He saw that the coach was empty. and muttered: "Well,
the captain got the lady and the freight."
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With this he turned the light upon Nebraska Ned,
blinding him momentarily with the glare.
As he did so there came a ftash.-back down tr1e traii, a
report, and a bullet shattered the bull's-eye lantern held in
the hand of the road agent.
Then came the words :
''Now, pards, charge them hard!"
CHAPTER III.
LONE SAM'S MISSION.

vVhether the unexpected and well-aimed shot, fired
back clown the trail, shattered the hand of the road agent
or not, Nebraska Ned could not tell.
But he heard a cry as of pain, a curse, and the outlaw
disappeared.
His eyes m.omentarily blinded by the intense glare of
the bull's-eye lantern, Nebraska Ned did not see just
which way the outlaw went.
But when he had checked his restive leaders he heard
the sound in the timber as o.f men in rapid flight, though
they seemed to have delayed a minute before running orf,
as tl:oi;gh to ascertain the force of the rescµe party.
Looking ba,ck down the trail, l\'~raska Ned could see
nothing in the darkness, but he heard the rapid clatter of
hoC?fs, and a moment after there dashed. up to the coach
a stEgle horseman, a revolver in each hand, and he called
out in loud tones :
"\Vhich way did tbey go, Ned, for my men can catch
them?" ·
The driver saw that there was but one man, that he
·had made a bold bluff to save him, but he carried out the
idea that there were more, and replied in a loud tone:
''There on the right, pards.
"Yer kin hear 'em a shovin' lively."
Then he said in a low tone:
"\il/hy, Lone Sam, it's you?" ·
"Yes, pa rd."
'·And all by yonr little lonesome?"
'·_~Jl alone, l\'ed."
''How did ver do it?.,
"I was takfn' a ride to give one of the horses some exercise, heard tire shots, halted, hitched my horse, crept up,
got a glance of the bull's-eye light, aimed at it, and that
is all.
.. But I didn't kill my man?"
"Kot unless he dies o' fright, from the way he lit out.
"Bnt I'm obliged to you, Pard Sam, and you bet I'm
yer friend fer yer game act this nig-ht, fer it were Buffaio Bill's way o' doi11g things. Here I am; but I'm
awful down, fer yer has heard about the Jeddy?"
"Yes.''
"But ain't it awful?"
"I cannot account for her disappearance, Ned."
"Did you hear µo sound in the coach?"
"l\' ot a sound.''
·'It is remarkable;. but I am sure Buffalo Bill ·has determined to take the trail, and vou bet he'll soon unearth
the mystery of her kaving yottr coach and what has become of her.''
''I hopes so. I believes so."
!\eel droYc on his way once more.
And back over the trail also went Lone Sam. the stock·
tpnrJpr_

.
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The dawn had not yet come when he rode up to ~.is
cabin, apd to his surprise found that Buffalo Bill was. m
his cabin and not alone, for there were two others with
him, anti they were men who did. not wear the garb of
the frontier, but instead the dress of civilization.
CHAPTER IV.
THREE VISITORS.

Lone Sam was not one whom any one would have suspected of leading the life of a stock-tender on the Overland trail.
He was a man of compactly built form, fine face, some
thirty years of age, and a manner and bearing that w~re
courteous and not in the least spoiled by the rough hfe
he was forced to lead.
That he had been well born and educated, reared amid
· .
refined surroundings, was evident.
And yet a year before he had come to his little cabin to
attend stock for the Overland coaches.
He would have been allowed a comrade to aid him, and
help in defending the stage horses, but he declined assistance, preferring to be alone, and so the name of Lone
Sam was promptly "given him by the dri:.rers, who only
knew that he had simply said that his name was Sam.
He nad quickly built for himself a very comfortable
cabin, had sent east for glass and put it in the windows,
and his little home was as attractive and comfortable as
any officer's quarters in the fort.
He had a number of books, some pictures, a guitar,
sang well, and appeared to enjo:y his lone life. . .
But his horses were always m the best cond1hon, he
lived well, the drivers all knowing where they could get
a good meal ; the man was popular with all, though a mystery on account of one of his capabilities being content to
live such a life.
He was a dashing rider, a dead shot and could sketch
well.
Twice he had been attacked by outlaws, and several
times by prowling bands of- Indians, seeking to run off his
stock, but a group of graves back under the pines showed
how deadly had been his aim, or brave his defense, and so
Lone Sam, the stock-tender, had been left severely alone
for the past few months.
Buffalo Bill had always liked the man, and felt that he
was to be implicitly trusted, but he was a mystery to the
scout as weli as to others.
Looking over his pleasant cabin when he found it
empty, Buffalo Bill saw his books, his sketches, and other •
evidences of refined taste.
"I wonder what can have brought that man out here
to lead a wild life,'' muttered the scout.
''Soldiers are brought here in the discharge of duty,
and. as for myself, it was bred in the bone to be a frontiersman· but I cannot exactlv understand a man raised
so strangely at variance with this life of ~!anger. and_ hard,:
ship. as he seems to have been, voluntanly takmg 1t up.
Thus mused the scout' as he sat in the cabin of Lone
Sam.
Suddenly he st.a rted. The light was quickly extinguished. and, stepping to the door, rifle in hand, Buffalo
Bill stood in an attitude of listening.
He heard the approach of several men, and they were
t:ilktnl?' 'as they came on.

Suddenly came a challenge in the scout~ stern tones :
"Halt!
"Who comes there?"
The men halted, and a voice calied out: .
"Ho, Lone Sam, we are corning to your cabin."
"\Vho are vou ?"
"The detectives you know, from the Gfont .Miner's
'
cabin."
"Where are you going?"
"Our man is well enough to travel now, and we h<>ve
come to take hin1 East in the stage that goes by to-night. '"
Buffalo Bill was mystified.
vVho and what were these men who called themselves
detectives?
He had heard of no such men being in the country.
Besides he knew that the 'regular coach eastward would
not pass there that night, Lloyd Winter having told him
that it had been discontinued.
But it must be that Lone Sam knew about them.
The one they spoke of a the Giant N[iner he had heard
of-had, in fact, seen several times.
He knew him as a man of giant form, who dwelt alone
in the mountains, going to the camp only wh en he neeQ.ed
.
provisions, and constant!~ on th~ search f.o r gold.
The Indians were afraid of !um, the outlaws left him
alone, and yet he was considered harmless, and a feverish
searcher after gold, which it was said he never found,
·
save only enough to buy food ·with.
\Vas it this man the detectives now said they had, and ·
who was well enough to go East?
It could be no other, decided the scout.
So he called out :
"I will light a lamp; so come on to the cabin."
As the lamp shed its light through the cabin, the men
started on beholding a stranger to them where they had
expected to see Lone Sam.
Two men in citizens' dress entered, and one stood on
each side of a man of giant stature, w°ith his head bound
up with a handkerchief, a savage gleam in his deep sunken
eyes, and his general appearai;ice haggard, unkempt, and
with the appearance of suffenng.
It was the Giant Miner of the mountains.
The other two men Buffalo Bill did not know.
CHAPTER V.
THE GIANT MINER.

Buffalo Bill was really startled at the appearance of
the Giant :tliine:-, so changed from when he had before
seen hin.1.
Then he was always neat in his attire, his hair anJ
beard well kept, and his general appearance prepossessing.
N'ow he seemed like a man who had been hunted .down,
who stood awed in the face of foes.
What could it mean?
The hvo men were resolute, athletiC feilows, and Buffalo Bill saw that they were strangers to the border.
The scout also saw that the Giant :Miner was manacled,
small steel handcuffs being on his wrists.
"You are not Lone Sam, the stock-tender?'' said one
of the men, sternly.
"I did not claim to be, gentlemen."
"Who are you ?" .
"A pard of Lone Sam."
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authority we are willing to show our papers, if y<1u prove
"Has the eastbound coa-:::h gone by?"
your right to demand them."
"Some hours ago."
"I have the right, or I would not interfere with officers
"Then we missed it?"
'
of the law, as you claim to be."
"If you are going East-yes."
"Then tell us your authority, and we will meet you half"It was ahead of time, then?"
wav."
"On the contrary, it was a trifle behind."
-~r am known out here as Buffalo Bill, but I am down
"Does it not pass here in the middle of the night?"
upon the army roll at Fort Faraway as William F. Cody,
"No; soon after nightfall, if on time."
"Then we have made a mistake, or misunderstood Lone chief of scouts."
"Buffalo Bill!"
Sam when he told us."
The men uttered the name in a surprised tone, glanced
"Doubtless."
"And we must wait another week for another coach?" at each other, and then one of them said :
"You have proof, I suppose, that you arc the man you
"Five days."
"That is too •baG, :or our man is able to travel now, and say you are?"
"Yes."
he n1ay get violent by delay."
"Where is it?'
"Why have you that man in irons?"
"My word."
"Do you know him ?"
"That won't go with us."
"Yes, as a harmless gold-hunter known as the Giant
"It must."
Miner."
"I say it won't."
"He is not so harmless as you think."
"Then I must give you further proof, as you force it
" Indeed ?"
upon me."
"He appears now to be suffering."
"Out with it, for we are not men to be trifled with or
"We had to deal harshly with him to arrest him.
"You see, he received some severe blows on the head, scared off from our duty by men in buckskin."
"Here is my proof.
but he is all right now, as far as the hurts are concerned;
"Hands up ! both of you!"
only off here, you know," and the speaker tapped his
Just how it was the two detectives did not fully underhead.
stand.
"You lie!
They were only certain that a revolver covered each
''I am not crazy, though God knows it is strange that
one of them, that a piercing eye glanced along the sights
I have not been driven so."
T)ie words were uttered in a deep voice, ending in a of each weapon, and they found themselves at the mercy
of the man whose proof they had demanded that he had
tone that was pathetic.
a right to question their acts.
"When did you come here after this man?"
"Three weeks ago."
CHAPTER VI.
"From the East?"
"Yes."
PROOFS OF IDENTITY.
"You came to get him to return with you?"
Caught completely off their guard, with the scout's re"Yes."
volvers covering them, and their manacled prisoner show·
"vVhy ?"
ing vigor and great nervousness, the two detectives readily
"He is mad, and escaped two years ago from the - - showed a willingness to temporize, and one of them said:
Asylum."
"You are too quick with your weapons, mister."
"I am not mad, but I did escape from the asylum, where
"You refused to take my word."
they put me to drive me crazy, and die."
''Well, if you say you are Buffalo Bill, I guess you are,
''Don't mind him, for you hear how he talks."
for L think the way you draw and handle weapons is
''Why, he killed one of the keepers in making his es·· proof, from all I have heard of yott."
cape." •
"I am chief of scouts at the f01't, and am more than
"Yes, when the keeper sought to kill me, for they willing to meet you halfway; but it is my duty to know
wanted me dead.
who men are that venture into this wild land, and especi"I acted only in self-defense."
ally when they come here to take a man away against
"Don't mind him, sir, for he is away off."
whom no unkind word has been uttered.
"But I do mind him; as any man is entitled to be heard."
·'Show me proof of your claim as secret service officers,
"God bless you," moaned the Giant Miner.
and then we can talk, for I also wear the badge of a d<"'' \Vho are you, anyway?" sharply said the detective tective of the Rocky Mountain Police-see!" and the
who had done the most of the talking.
scout revealed a gold badge that he wore concealed from
"I was just about to ask you that very question," said sight.
This was enough for the two letcctives, and they at
Buffalo Bill, quietly.
once offered their hands as comrades.
"'W e told you.
Then they also showed badges as . · ew York detectives.
"We are New York detectives."
"Have you papers as well?" asked the £cout.
"You must have more than your word out here to back
"We have."
you up."
With th.is they showed official-looking papers that testi ·
"We have."
fied to their being employed by the superintendent of an
"What have you?"
"I could say our revolvers, but as you loot\ like one in Eastern insane asylum to hunt down and l;iring back with
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them a certain dangerous lunatic, Morris Linton by
uame, and who, in making his escape, had killed a keeper.
The said Morris Linton was a giant in size, had been
for years in the asylum referred to, and labored under the
hallucination that he possessed a large fortune, of which
certain parties were trying to rob him.
He had last been heard of in Omaha, and was then
making his way to the far frontier.
Buffak Bill read the papers carefully, noted the description of the man, and then said :
"Are you sure that this is your man?"
"We are."
"I make no denial of my name or identity, nor the
charges against me," said the Giapt Miner in a low tone.
"You confess then that you are the one these detectives
aeek ?" asked the scout.
"Yes, Mr. Cody, I am Morris Linton, escaped from
the - - Asylum, and in making my escape I killed a
keeper who was trying to kill me and thus get me out of
the way, as I would not, in my despair, take my own life,
or die a natural death."
"How did you track him here?" asked Buffalo Bill.
·"We stopped at every stage station and made inquiries,
showing his photograph and describing him, and a driver
by the name of Left-Hand Larry told us such a man was
gold-hunting back in the mountains from Stock-Tender
Lone Sam's station.
"So we got off here. The stock-tender told us how to
find our man, and we surprised him in his cabin, but we
did not capture him without a severe struggle, in which he
was somewhat injured."
"May I ask if there is a reward for him?"
'~f es."
"Do vou know the •amount?"
"I think it is several thousand."
"Do you not know ?"
"It is five thousand," said one of the detectives, reluctantly.
"And all Lone Sam is interested, then, is in having
shown you your man's retreat?"
"Yes, and he brought us provisions we had to send
for."
"\iVell, gentlemen, in spite of your badges and official
papers, I must say there are two sides to every question,
and out here we have to be very particular.
"Lone Sam will be here within an hour or so, and in
the meanwhile we will give up the cabin to your prisoner,
and let him rest, for he seems weak, and to be suffering.
"Lie down on Sam's cot, my man, and rest quietly, and
we will have a talk with you later and decide what is best
to be done."
The two detectives evidently did not like this plan.
But they had had a sample of what Buffalo Bill woulcl
do if driven to it, and they agreed 'to leave it as the scout
wished.
They saw that the man really was weak and suffering;
he was iron ed, and could escape only by the window or
door, and they would take care to watch the outside of the
cabin.
But there was a large price on the head of th eir man,
all expenses were paid besides, and they had run him to
earth and had no intention of losing him.

But something warned them not to go against Buffalo
Bill.
Then, too, there was no coach eastward fo r days, and
they could but submit .with a good grace. ·
So the prisoner stretched himself upon the bed, the
scout and the two ferrets left him alone, and going outside the cabin sat down to talk matters over.
It was the pair of detectives who did most of the talking, Buffalo Bill being an excelk nt listener, and they said
all in their power to impress him with the strength of
their case.
It was while they were talking- that the scout's acute
hearing caught the sound of hoofs approaching, and he
~aid:

"Here comes Lone Sam now, and the coach westward
has come at the same time."
CHAPTER VII ~
THE GIANT MIN ER AT BAY.

The detectives had not heard the sound that had caught
the ear of Buffalo Bill.
But they listened for a moment, and were about to say
they could catch no sound, when the scout said:
·
"He will come in sight soon."
And in a minute more a horseman appeared, coming
rapidly along the trail.
It was Lone Sam. He was followed by Nebraska
Ned's coach.
H e was surprised to see several forms before his cabin.
"Well, Sam, back again? I am glad to see you. "
"Yes, sir."
"You met the coach ?"
"Yes, sir, and all is well ; but I have something to tell
you, Chi ~f Cody, when I have put my horse up. Ah !
H ere are the two detectives, I see, who came after the
Giant Miner."
"Yes, and their prisoner is in th e cabin, fo r they had
hoped to catch the regu lar eastbound coach, but it doesn't
pass here to-night."
"I am not sorry, for I hate to see that man taken back,
for to me he doesn't seem crazy, and I have often talked
with him; but, then, the law must have its way, I suppose."
" If in the right, but justice errs sometimes, Sam.
"You did not report the arrival of these detectives?"
"Yes, I wrote a note to the boss at Outfit City, but he
•
sent no instructions."
Buffalo Bill then went out and had a talk with Nebraska
Neu, who, after changing his horses, went on his way
much cheered by the scout's assurances that all would he
well in regard to .the lost passenger.
Buffalo Bill then returned to the cabin.
H e no longer held any suspicion th at Lone Sam '"'as
in the pay of the detectives, and felt that his sympathies
were with the Giant Miner.
"\,Yell, Sam, these 'gentlem en captured their man, but
not witl.10ut havin g to hurt him , and he really docs not
seem able to stand the long journey," he said.
"I do not doubt their legal statu s in th e matter; but out
here a man cannot be treated unfairl y, and we have not
beard th e other side."
"There is no other side when the fellow is an escaped
lunatic," said one of the detectives.
"That may or may not be.
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"I shall hear his story, and then, assured if he is really
mad, and hence dangerous, you will be allowed to take
him, as you desire.
"But we have never suspected his sanity, and he may
ha voe a story to tell also.
"I have· regarded him as a man with a history--0nc
who had had his whims, and nothing more.
"I have a duty to attend to that may carry me off at
any moment; so put your horses in the corral, Sam,
and we will go in and have a talk with the prisoner."
" I do not see by what right you override our authority,
sir, to take an escaped lunatic and a murderer," said one
of the detectives, harshly.
"I do so from a sense of justice.
"I do not go against your authority, but I do intend to
hear his side of the story, for I know of cruel crime:;
that have been perpetrated against sane people who were
{,aid to be mad, and, though yo11 are acting in the discharge of duty, those who sent you may have some ax to
·
grind."
"Nothing of the kind.
"All is open and above board."
"Gentlemen, we will hear.the story of the accused man."
"And you "viii take his word against ours?" hotly asked
one of the detectives.
"That depends upon the story, how it is told, and my
own convictions in the matter."
"And suppose you side against us?"
"Then he shall remain here and have time and opportunity to get his proof," was the determined reply.
"That means that he will be allowed to escape and we
will have all our work to do over."
"It means that he will be kept securely at the fort until
it is decided whether his story is false and yours true.
"Come, Sam, we will all go in now, for I have a matter on hand that cannot be neglected."
So into the cabin went the scout, Lone Sam and the two
detectives.
Buffalo Bill was .in advan\_'.e, Lone Sam next to him,
and the two ferrets had hung back for a word together.
But as they appeared in the door the large form of the
Giant Miner suddenly rose from the bed, towering even
2bove Buffalo Bill, and he bent forward as though about
to make a spring upon the party.
The detectives uttered a cry as they suddenly beheld
him, and one of them called out in alarm :
"See! he has freed himself of his irons."
"Yes, and has secured weapons in some way.
"Look out!" cried the other.
It did appear then as though the Giant Miner was really
mad.
He had indeed broken the slender steel manacles from
his wrists, and in some way had become possessed of Lone
Sam's extra pair of revolvers hanging in the cabin.
The Giant Miner seemed about to fight for his life as
he said in a low tone:
"You cannot take me alive.
"I will not go back to th!lt hell on earth."
CHAPTER VIII.
THE SCOUT'S DECISION.

Tl at the Giant Miner was at ba.y and meant what he
said there was not the shadow of a doubt.

•
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But though the detectives shrank back, Buffalo Bill and
Lone Sam held their places.
The eyes of the scout were upon the man, though he
made no effort to draw a weapon. vVhat might ha n~
happened who could tell had Buffalo Bill's nerve failed
him.
But it did not, ·and keeping his eyes upon the miner, he
.
said, calmly:
"Corne, pard, lay aside those weapons, for I have come
to hear your story and see that justice is done you.''
"Buffalo Bill, did other man than you say that to me
I would fling the lie in his teeth, for no one has ever lY~en
·
just to me.
"I am the victim of a cruel plot, and I would die before
I again submit to what I have suffered.
"But, as you tell me that justice will be shown me, I believe you, and I show my trust by submitting to yon."
\Vith the words the giant madman suddenly stepper!
toward Buffalo Bill and gave up his revolvers.
"You see, gentlemen, that this man means to act
squarely." .
"Madmen are always tricky," said one of the ferret!'.
"He's got some game to spring on us." said the dther.
"Now, with Chief Cody, I believe in his honesty o•
purpose," Lone Sam remarked.
"I thank you.
"I do mean to be square; but I wish to say that those
men are to be well . paid_for capturing me, and so do not
wish you to hear but one side.
"You have said that you will hear my s.tory ?"
"We will.
"Sit down and tell it to us."
"I caunot sit down. I am too nervous.
"I was left here, as you know, and supposed you had
left me to my fate.
"So I broke these manacles, as I am a giant in strength
as well as size.
"I intended to kill those men in self-defense.
"But to my story, Mr. Cody.
"I am a creature of unfortunate circumstances, from
being born the heir to a fortune.
"There were other heirs, I being third on the list.
"But I wa~ making a good living as a rancher in Texas,
and was content.
"But lawyers hmted me out and showed me that the
two heirs before me had died, one, it is said, taking his
own life, the other being killed by highwaymen who
sought to rob him, and nothing was between me and a
million dollars.
"Of course, I was glad to hear the good news, and went
North to claim it.
"But I had an anonymous letter sent to my hotel telling
me that the two heirs before me had been foully dealt
with ; that the first one was not a suicide, but had been
poisoned ; the other had been killed, but by men paid to
get him out of the way, and to be on guard or I would
share the same fate.
"I at once denounced the affair to my lawyer, telling
him to find out who would be benefited by my death, as
they were the ones who had committed the two murders.
"That lawyer, I will swear, was in the pay of the heirs
to get the fortune in case of my death. .
"The lawyer came to me and said that he had found
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out abo11t the anonymous letter, and would take me to
the writer, who was in an asvlum.
"I went with him, and that day began my persecution,
for I was incarcerated in the asylum as a madman.
"I am sure the superintendent was in the pay of the
man to inherit my fortune, for but fo~ my great endurance, watchfulness, anq a dread of being poisoned, I
would have been killed.
,
"I at last found my chance, and made my escape.
"In doing so I distinctly heard the command of the
superintendent :
" 'He rl)USt never escape.
"'Kill him! Shoot him!'
"I 'sprang upon the keeper, to struggle for the revolver
he had, and which he tried to t\,Se.
"In the struggle the weapon was fired and the keeper
dropped dead.
"I escaped, and, having some money I had kept con·
cealed all the while, I made my way \Vest.
"I was fearful of arrest and the consequences; so I
came here to hunt for goid, hoping to get enough to go far
from here and then begin suit for what was my own,
and punish my foes.
"I had laid up a snug little sum-bnt these men appeared, and. professing friendship, they unexpectedly attacked me, dealing me stmming blows, as though to kill
me.
"But they did not kill me, and but for you I would have
been taken back to that asvlum, and there I would have
<lied.
"That is my story, Mr. Cody, and I leave it for you to
decide as to its being false or true. "
''My mind is clear as to that," said Buffalo Bill.
.. And your decision, sir?" asked one of the detectives.
"Is that this man has told the truth, and I shall have
to hold you two men as kidnapers, in the plot agains't
him, until it can be found out whether you are guilty or
not, and letters be sent East to get at the bottom facts and
the piotters arrested for their crime."
" A just decision, Chief Cody!" cried Lone Sam, earnestlv , while the Giant Miner uttered a low and fervent:
"Thank God! Justice at last!"

and show your authority; but you tried to kidnap the •man
and take him back secretly.
'
"I have heard your story and his.
"The .evidente is against you, and you are nothing but
lawbreakers, and must ·submit to detention until this man
has a chance to prove his case.
"Lone Sam, I shall place these men in your keeping to
take to the fort, and you can explain all to Colonel Duncan, and just what I have done in the matter."
"I will, sir."
"The colonel will doubtless hold these men until this
man has a chance to have his case investigated, for to let
them free would be to give warning to the lawyer and
asylum authorities to escape the punishment they de··
serve."
"And in holding us, what will you do with .this mad
man?" asked one of the detectives, while the other said:
"Yes; you will giv; him a chance to escape, I suppose?')
Before Buffalo Bill coulJ reply, the Giant Miner said:
"I am willing to go to the fort also, and to remain under
confinement until the colonel investigates my story."
"You see that this man is willing to meet you halfway.
"He can go to the fort and report to Colonel Duncan,
the new commandant, leaving it to him to 'decide what is.
best."
"Then I will accompany Lone Sam and these li1en.
'"But I \.Vould like to go by my cabin first, for I have
hidderr there all my proofs.
"Before I was taken to the asylum I left with a lawyer
all my papers, letters and other things of importance.
''.vVhe11 I escaped I wrG>te for them and they were sent
to me, and I have kept them in hiding."
"Yon must get them and then go on to the fort, for
they will be important.
'"Now, Sam, as turn about is fair play, I will leave these
men under the guard of the miner, while I have a talk
with you, for dawn is at hand, I see."
The detectives swore, but it did no good, and the scout
and the stock-tender walked apart for a talk.
Buffalo Bill, in spife of his calm demeanor, had grown
more and more anxious regarding the California coach.

CHAPTER IX.

held up fur ther along the trail than he had supposed the
road agents to be stationed.
Had any accident occurred to th.e coach, causing delay?
·So why had not the driver come on to the station to seek
·
Lone Sam·s aid?
All thes.e questions, which he could not answer, worried
Buffalo Bill greatly.
So he decided to tell Lone Sam the story and hear what
he had to sav.
He felt thit he could trust the stock-tender iruplicitly.
"Sam, I have something to tell you," he said, as the two ·
walked away from the cabin , leaving the Giant Miner
scc.ted on a bench, watching the two dcte::tives.
The latter had been disarmed by Buffalo Bill, but the
mi ner had a revolver.
The detectives were wholly free otherwise, Buffalo Bill
desiring to treat them as ·well as they would allow him to.
Disapearing behind some pinon trees, ·Buffa!~ Bill
and Lone Sam had halted.

Its not coming seemed to assure him that it liad been
A TUR:-< ABOCT FAIR PLAY.

At the decision of Buffalo Bill the two detectives were
considerably taken aback.
They looked at each other in a strange way, and then
one of them said:
"In doing what you call justice to this man you are
very unjust to us, and you will have to answer."
"I mean to be just; but have you been?
"You came upon the trail of this man like bloodhounds.
"If his .mind is diseased, .jt is a visitation of misfortune
that he is not responsible for, and should win sympathy,
not cruelty.
"You doubtless know rnore of the facts than you admit,
and came prepared to take him ba~k, dead or alive.
"Though he did not know you, yon accepted his hospitality and sprang upon him, and his wounds show the
way in which you dealt with him.
"You came out here where military law rules, and did
not go to the officer in command to explain your business
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Thouo-h not seen hv those at the cabin, they could see
· the th r:e men there: :md while talking kept their eyes
upon them.
The scant had confidence in the miner, yet he was determined to be on the safe side.
\Vhen they had halted, Buffalo liill went on to say: .
say that I am sure• it was
"K ow ' Sam ' first of all, .""t_r will
~
a game to g et rid of that 1111 er, and I believe his story
implicitly."
" As I do, and it looks as though they had intended to
kill him, for money will make some men do any crime."
CHAPTERX.
A FRIEND IN NEED.

Lone Sam went O!J to tell his story of coming up with
Nebraska Ned's coach, the flight of the robbers, and just
what the driver had told him.
"There were four at least, Ned felt confident," Lone
.
Sam continued.
" They also knew that he had a lady passenger on the
coach, or had had.'"
"They knew this?" asked Buffalo Bill in surprise.
• "Yes, sir."
"Indeed?"
"This is what I was anxious to tell you, that the
Mounted Sharps knew of Ned's having a lady passenger
..·
along ."
"vVell, Sam, I am glad to be thorot1ghly posted as to
their doings. It is most important that I should be, as
you will understand when you hear what I have to tell
you, for I am going to ask your a.id. Ar:d Nebrasl~a Ned
was so excited when I talked to him outside the cabm that
he could give me little information."
"I am at your service fqr life or death; Chief Cody,"
••
wa~ the fervent response.
" I well know that, Sam.
" But what I tell you is a s~cret, known only to Captain
Llovd Winter, or at least supposed to be, and I tell you
fra 11.k!y I am out on the trail now for big game.''
" Somehow I half suspected that you were playing a
·
bold hand and some waiting game.''
.
·
" It is just this, Sam:
" There have been so manv, and such darmg attacks
upon the Overland coache~ an~ the pony riders for t~e
1.1ast six months tnat Captam \Vmter began to feel certam
ih at the l\1ounted Sharps must have spies very close to
him.
'"The truth came out when he began to watch the holdups, that coaches and pony riders bearing no treasm e
went throuP-h unmolested.
"That w~s sure proof of an outlaw spy system."
"Yes.
"And coach es with passengers who had money were
halted ' while those who carried people,
,., though supposed
to b'e poor, never saw a road agent.·
"Is that so?"
"It is.
"And it caused Captain \ii/inter to send for me.
"The colonel told me what was wanted of me, and I
at once volunteered to go."
"Of course you would. "
"It's that kind of a bold game you like to play, Chief
Cody."
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"The colonel told me to take what scouts of my company I wished and to call upon him for any number of
soldiers."
"That was liberal."
"Yes; but I refused all."
"Refused help ?"
"Yes."
·
"But why?"
"If the outlaws have the spys they are suspected of
baving, they would at once know that a hunt was to be
begun."
.
"True."
"That would drive them all off the trails, all would be
quiet, and when the hunt had ended they would begin
their old crimes again."
"You are right."
"So I decided simply to play a lone hand.';
"And a bold one."
"Well, I am playing it now, but I have come to a point
where I need aid, and you are the man to help me, Lone
Sam."

"And I am the man that will do it,' was the prompt response of the stock-tender.
When Lone Sam said what he did he held out his hand
.
.
and the scout warmly grasped it.
He !mew that in the stock-tender he had a fnend m
·
need, and he was just then in sad need of an ally.
Then Buffalo Bill went on to tell aboqt the coach coming through from California and that it was driven by
Lige Lumley, a good man and true, and whom they both
knew.
"Now, it is said that these Californians carry a large
fortune with them, and it is most foolish for them to do
so, but as they hav~ taken the risk \Ve must do all in our
power to protect them, if not too late, for let me tell you
that the coach was due here last night."
Lone Sam listened with deepest attention to all the
scout said. and then the two arranged what they thought
best to be <lone and returned to the cabin.
Then Lone Sam set to work to get breakfast, and this
over he mounted the two detectives and the miner upon
the Overland Company's horses, and rode off with them
toward the f01i.
- The detectives seemed most crestfallen at their failure
to accomolish their mission, and one of them boldly in··
formed tf1e scout that when Colonel Duncan heard their
storv he would reverse the decision against them,.
"It is for him to do so, gentlemen; but I have simply
.
.
. ,
done my duty as I saw it.
· "Don't forget, Sam, to go by the mmer s cabm with
,
him."
"No I will o-o there first," and the four rode off, tne
miner ,'leading the way, the detectives following side by
.
side, and Lone Sam bringing up the rear.
Buffalo Bill saw them depart, then locked up the cabm,
and, mounting his horse, rode up the trail.
He came to the trail leading to Fort Faraway, and instantlv halted.
Th~re was a separate trail from the one made by the
regular coach that caught his eye.
"That settles it for the Californians did turn to Fort
Farawav and mo~e, they came back again. •
"I ml.1~t look for the coach between here and Lone
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Sam's cabin, for, not expecting that it had come this far,
I did not search the trail as I came along. ·
"Now, where can that coach have disappeared? .
''It certainly could not have passed Lone Sam's cabin.
unless it went by without stopping, and at a very slow
vace, for I heard not the slightest sound.
''If the coach did go by, then the road agents had captured it and then sneaked by.
"The road agents had doubtless run it off the trai1 somewhere to rob it nearer their retreat."
Thus mused the scout for some minutes.
But, being convinced that the extra coach had certainly .
been in to Fort Faraway, and returned on its eastward
run, he mounted his horse and starterl back over the trai!
to Lone Sam's cabin, watching every foot of the way as
he rode slowly along.

T he scout felt deeply chagrined.
He condemned himself, for he had allowed the extra
coach to get by him in some way.
But if so it had not halted at Lone Sam's cabin.
But why had it passed without getting fresh horses?
Perhaps Lige had changed horses at the fort, for there
was a corral of stage animals kept thefe. in case of need,
though a change was not frequ ently made at that point.
But that mu st be the excuse for Lige Lumley not stopping at Lone Sam's in the night.
He had passed right on by.
If he had, and the scout felt that he could have clone
nothing else. why the road agents had held him up and
the Californians had been robbed.
In that case there was nothing to be done save tr:ick
the band of Mounted Sharps to their retreat, and get the
treasure back if possible.

CHAPTER XI.
THE MYSTERY OF A NIGHT.

The sun was a couple of hours above the. horizon when
Buffalo Bill made the discovery that the California coach
had certainly been following Nebraska Ned, and had gotten as far on his way as the turn-off from the fort trail.
It had gone in there to the fort for some reason, known
best to Lige Lumley, the driver.
It had come out again, and there were the tracks leading along the main Overland trail and toward Outfit City.
But where was the coach?
llad tnc Californians been left at the fort. where the
coaches passed each way only once in five days, it was
easy to see the tracks they left.
Worried at the mysterious disappearance of the California coach in tl,1e night, Buffalo Bill kept on its trail
ww-:i:::-<l Loot Sam's cabin.
He knew that Lone Sam and his party were even then
at the Giant l\Iiner's cabin.
The last was some half a dozen miles back of Lone
Sam's cabin, and one could cut across there from the fort .
If the\' had reached there on time, then Lone Sam
would not be long in retttrninP". the S('•~tlt f0lt ;ico:ir,, ,i
.\s he rode along, Buffalo Bill saw the trails of the three
coaches plainly marked.
There was Left-Hand Larry's trail to the fort.
He was the driver of the regular coach to Fort Faraway.
Then there was the trail of Nebraska Ned's coach.
Last, and queerest of all, was the trail of the extra
coach.
Looking well at this, Buffalo Bill's experienced eye
saw that Lige Lumley had been driving fas~.
The coach had gone along at a much more rattling pace
than l:iad Left-fj:and Larry's and Nebraska Ned's.
Quickening his pace. for each moment he grew more
and more anxious, Buffalo Bill at last c•me to a broad.
·
shallow stream that the trail crossed.
It was in a hole, densely timbered, and the sun did not
even penetrate there · at noonday.
Giving his horse a few swallows of water, the scout
rode on.
The brook was not over two miles from Lone Sam's
cabin.
That pr°''ed that the California coach had certainly
5ottt'n that far on its way to Outfit City.

CHAPTER XII.
ON THE TRAIL OF THE LOST COACH.

The scout returned to Lone Sam's cabin, and after
clinqer, mounted upon two good animals, Buffalo Bill am!
Lone Sam started out in search of the lost coach.
Going directiy to the brook that crossed the trail, the
track of the California extra was seen plainly to have
c:-ntered the stream.
. Down the bank of the brook they rode one on either
sick to note if the coach had left the water, and thev rode
rapidly along, for it was the scout's desire to get along as
far as possible before nightfall, when, while ·he went
into camp, Lone Sam would have to return to his cabin ·
and look after the horses, but come back the next day.
But Buffalo Bill hoped to find some trace of the coach
·
before nis·ht came on.
He knew that the brook they were following fl.owed
into a larger stream in the valley through which ran the
trail he intended to have taken the coach of the Californians.
\Vhether the bed of the stream allowed of the CGach to
drive all the way along It, keeping in the water, he did
not know, but if it left the brook on either side one of
them must discover the fact.
After many miles had been gone over, Lone Sam
called pver from his side: "Maybe it was Lige Lumley
that took to ' the stream, pard, intending to reach the
valley trail by this way."
"Perhaps, but I hardly believe it."
"He might have feared going by the trail that branched
off, as his tracks could have been plainly seen by the
outla\vs."
'·I hope that it was so, Sam."
And so .they rode on.
The country, as they descended from the mountains,
grew wilder, and canyons appeared here and there on
either side, but when their way was obstructed one or the
other would turn into the stream, the bed of which
could still be followed only in places, it being rough for
the coach.
Going with the stream, which flovved rapidly, it would
have been easy traveling for the coach team, but terribly
hard if faced against the current.
At last Buffalo Bill came to a halt.
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The river that was in the valley was but a mile or two
Standing on the very edge, they looked over, and Bufbeyond and there the smaller stream entered it.
falo Bill called out :
But 'the latter was becoming impassable for a coach
"There is the coach !"
alono· its bed, and when the scout had drawn rein there
was~ deep wash that barred his vvay.
CHAPTER XIII.
But down in the depths of the ravine he saw the trail
AS BUFFALO BILL SAW IT.
of the coach.
The two men stood in silence upon the edge of the cliff,
It had left the brook there.
down at the depth far ~elow the~.
gazing
The ~ one who drove it knew that he could follow the
The cliffs were far part, the nver runnmg near t~e left
bed of the stream no further.
bank, and upon the rocks under where Buffalo Bill and
.
"Come over, Sam.'.'
The stock-tender heard the scout's call and plunged Lone Sam stood were the horses and the coach.
They had found the lost coach.
into the stream.
But it seemed terrible to behold it as it was.
" Come out in the ravine here and follow it to its
Shattered to atoms, and with the horses dead, it was a
head."
"Ay, ay," answered Lone Sam, and, as he reached the pitiable sight.
At last Lone Sam spoke, breaking the silence that had
hc..nk, where the ravine, in rainy weather, sent a small
lasted for moments.
creek into the stream, he called out:
"What a fate to meet; for I guess they all went over
"Here is the coach trail."
together."
"Yes, follow it up, for I cannot get clown there."
.
"Why?"
Half a mile back from the stream Lone Sam came out
to save
tned
fellow,
poor
Lumley,
Lige
that
is
idea
"My
at the head of the ravine.
agents
road
the
throw
to
treasure,
their
and
passengers
his
Buffalo Bill met him there.
trail."
his
off
There was the trail of the lost coach, and it led away
"Well?"
across the valley toward the river, a mile away.
he took to the brook, and when he got to where he
"So
Instantly the two pards began to follow it at a gallop.
his trail would not be seen, he turned out on the
believed
As they neared the river they <:ould see that the banks
pushed ahead rapidly.
and
plateau
were hig h and steep, and it would be a long distance down
over the cliff?"
drove
"And
to the water.
"Yes."
The trail Buffalo Bill had intended to take the coach
"In the darkness?~'
crossed the river miles above where it was fordable, anJ
"] ust so."
ran down the vallev upon the other side.
"That would be all right, Sam, but for two or three
How had the driver of the coach gotten it across, for
things."
work it would have been to !rn down on that side
nwo-ecl
bi,,
"V\That are they?"
of the stream both men saw.
"vVe saw where the coach had left the brook."
But there led the trail straight toward the river bank.
"Yes."
\Vould thev find it there, hidden in some ravine?
"Now those coach horses would not have gone over
Nirrht was iiot far off, they had come twenty miles from
cliff in the darkest niP-ht, their instinct would have
this
the cabin, and they would not have much longer to work.
them of danger, c~uld they not have. seen."
warned
So they still further quickened their pace.
.
they are."
there
"But
Drawing nearer the river, they saw where the coach
"Yes ,· and I"ll wa ba-er bi 0a- money that they were blmd"
had been brought to a halt.
_sent over.
There were tracks all about it, the footprint!! of men folded, muzzled, put at a rush, and thus
"Oh, Lord !"
and horses.
"If not, they were brought here and forced over, the
The ground was of such a nature that the tracks were
coach being rolled after them."
all plainly visible.
"Then you do not think any one went over with the
ThenA:he coach had been driven on again.
.
·The tracks showed that the horses had been put to a coach?"
.
·
indeed."
"No
rapid pa.ce.
"Yo~ believe the Mounted Sharps did it?"
·what could it mean, with the river cliffs only a short
of course."
"Yes,
distance ahead?
•
.
"But why?"
grew ha1~der, the tracks were hardly
Tlien the a-round
0
"They had in the coac~ an ~lephan~ on. their hands.
visible at all, but the trail led straight to the cliffs.
"They wished to get nd of 1t, to hide it, so that they
Soon the ground grew of too flinty a nature to reveal could not be traced by it, and so they took to the brook
any trail.
·
and brought it here."
But the two trailers held on.
"You are on the right trail, I guess, Pard Cody."
They drew their horses to a slower pace as they neared
"I may be wrong, but I think it as I see it all.
•
the cliffs.
"You see, they thought the horses and coach, falling
Nearer and nearer they came, until the edge was just from this heig-ht, would r.oll into the river."
"But they dia not by a dozen or more feet."
before them, and thev could see that the bank went off
"No.''
sheer two hundred feet to the river below.
"Had they done so the current would have swept them
Halting near the edge, they sprang from their horses
and looked over.
away and all trace would have been lost of them."
~

•
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they either did not look over to see the result, or
"Yes, but we have

"And
could not get <lown to remedy it."
"No."
·
"And the people?"
"The outlaws have taken them to their retr~at, and I
am glad of it."
"Glad of it?"
"They are holding them for a ransom, together with
Miss Insley, not content with what they found in the
coach."
.
"I see."
"Had they been satisfied, they would have skipped off
and left the~r victims and that would have been the end
of them.
·
"But as they have held the people prisoners, it meang
that they intend to stay until they get more money from
,them."
''So we can hl.!ht them down."
"Just that."
"Well, you have read the whole story like an open
book, Chief Cody."
"It is as I see it.
"But now I will go in search of a camp, we will have
supper, and then you can start back for your cabin,
while I look up a place where I can go over the cliff.
•·you will remain at your cabin until after midnight, to
pasture your horses, but then corral them again and
start here, coming at a pace that will get you here by
dawn, when I will have breakfast ready for you,·. and
then we can go to work, for I wish you to bring back
half a dozen extra horses with you." ·
"I'll do it," said Lone Sam, who now saw Buffalo
Bill's plan.
CHAPTER XIV.
FOUND.

Buffalo Bill found a camping place a mile back from
the cliffs, where there was a little brook, wood, and
grass, and, after supper, he saw Lone Sam start upon his
return for his cabin, while he went off on foot to reconnoiter for a good place to descend to the river bed the following morning.
He still had half an hour of daylight, and hoped to find
some break in the cliff, or tree to which a line could be
attached for his descent.
But darkness came on, and as far as he cbuld see in
either direction the cliff remained unbroken and he could
not find a tree or boulder near its edges to which to attach the lariats.
Returning to his lone camp through the darkness, he
tnmed in at once, for the night before he had had no
rest.
Trained to awaken when he desired to, he atose an hour
before dawn, placed his horse in a fresh grazing ground,
built a firt'! and had breakfast ready just as he heard the
sound of hoofs.
"On time, Pare! Sam," he called out, as the stock-tender <lis111011nted.
"Ycs, and you are also."
"All goes well at the cabin?"
"Y cs, and I ha..d a good rest. The horses were nearly
all night in the pasture, so they can stand it until my ret11:r. to-ni~Tht, fo1.· to-_morrow is pony-riders' day."

to-day before tts, and must make
'Orne discovery."
"I hope so."
The two ate their brea.kfast, and then Buffalo Bill said :
"There is not a tree or rock on the cliffs to tie a lariat
to, so I must make my horse do duty as holder.
"You brought the lariats?"
"Yes, seven of them, besides my own, and we have
yours and the stake ropes."
Together they went over to the cliff, leading Buffalo
Bill's horse, saddled and bridled, while the animal belonging to Lone Sam was left to graze and rest after his rapid
gallop of over twenty miles.
They halted near where the coach had gone over, and
the horse was placed in position, the lariats tied together
and then doubled.
One encl was then made fast to the saddle horn, a
blanket placed over the edge of the cliff to prevent the line
from wearing and the other end thrown over.
It fell to the rocks below with a few feet to spare.
Divesting himself of his boots, coat and weapons, Buf.falo Bill said:
"Lone Sam, this is the only way to get down there,
except for those. vultures.''
"I guess so."
"I know so, for see, there is not a coyote there after
those dead horses, and this proves nothing can get <lo\vn
the cliff anywhere."
"You are right.
"But I had not thought of that, Pard Cody.
"Now I will hold the horse."
This Lone Sam did, while Buffalo Bill swung himself
over the cliff on the line, as fearlessly as a sailor would
have done.
He went down rapidly hand over hand, pausing at Ioop5
tied here and there, for a rest, and soon Lone Sam no
longer felt the strain upon the line.
Then he walked to the edge of the cliff and saw Buffalo Dill examining the shattered coach.
"There is no one there?"
"Not a soul."
After a moment Buffalo Bill called up :
"The cushions of the coach are gone."
Then came:
·" There is ' not a thing of value about the coach."
A moment after :
"The lanterns of the coach were removed."
Then, from time to time, as discoveries about the coach
were tnade, came the information :
"There were 'Six horses to the coach, as the trail showed,
but only four are here.
"Two were kept.
"The horses were blindfolded and muzzled to send them
over.
"The reins and traces were taken off the harness, for
use some other time.
'"l\o baggage is in the coach.
"r have found a lady's handkerc}
''It has the initials 'L. I.' "
Soon after came the words :
"T am coming up.
"I can find nothing more."
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• Lone Sam ran to the horse, and ' then came the strain
upon the rope.
The scout had begun the hard climb.
A nd it was. a hard climb of two hund red feet, but, with
rests · here and there at the loops, was made in safety.
Lone Sam g rasped the hand o f the bold climber as he
saw him appear above the di ff, and said :
"Well, now to follow the trail of the outlaws, I suppose?" .
·
''Yes, back from where we saw those tracks."
"You are more certain than ever about the outlaws having robbed the coach ?"
"Yes, fo r there is not a vestige of anything left in the
coach ; in fact, it was robbed of everything the outlaws
thought they might find use for.
"Now we will break up camp and take the trail of the
Mounted Sharps and their victims."
A nd this they did.
CHAPTER XV.
T H E C A LIFOR N IANS.

Along the Overhnd stage trail, upon the afternoon of
the clay of Buffalo 1"'. l's conversation with Lloy<l \Vintcr
at Outfit City, a large and comfortable coach was rolling
::lion~. drawn by n team of six good horses.
T his was
the extra Ca liforn ia co?ch, sent through to c:irry ~fr . L ee
Insley, the wealthy Cnliforn ian .
C pon the box sat a ma11 oi athletic irnild, cool, deci<led
face, and with long lr:tir and drooping- mustache.
He was dressed in fron~i er g:-.rb, wore a broad som ·
brero, and, in addition to a belt of am1s, had a rifle swun g
along tile box seat.
On the top of the coach were a couple of saddles and
bridles, one of them for a lady, and there was a tent
rolled up and a camping outfit .
\Vithi11 the co:ich thc:-e were three persons.
The one on the back seat was a gentleman of middle
age, with dG".rk, handsoir.e face, and dressed in a traveling
suit.
T he tvrn upon the front seat were a man who looked to
be a Mexican and a pretty woman, his wife, an d who had
the same dark eyes, hail- and complexion of her husband,
showing that they were of the same nationality.
Lige L umley broug ht the extra into the fort in good
time. N ebraska Ned aBd a fresh team were secured there,
while the California ns got out, had a talk with an officer
and some heavy satclicls were taken out from under the
rear scat and left :it the post.
T hen the coach rolled on its way once more.
l\lr. L ee Insley did not take advantage of the coach
being at a standstill to sleep.
He moun ted the box with Lige Lumley, the horses
were started up, and Sanchez and Anita , the l\.Iexica11
servants, were told to take full possession of the coach
and make themselves as comfortable as po~sible during
the nig ht.
As they drove along the conversatjon turned upon Buffalo Bill , <.nd they were going at a good pace when Lige
suddenly drew rein.
"vVhat is it. driver ?"
''I nt:'ar hoofs ahead, and they is comin' ag'in."
"I hear them . .,
" T hey is comin' from behiud, not in front of us."
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" Yes; some one from the fort, perhaps."
"Maybe.
''But I'll feel better when I knows, though he don't
seem tt:'r be in hidin' himsel f."
''N o, he comes rapidly along."
Soon after the for m of a horseman was seen ·in the
darkness, and in a mihute more he dashed alongside ancl
called out :
"Ho, Pard L ige, how are you ?"
''A ll right, but I don't jist place yer-yes, yer is Buffalo Bill."
'·Yes, the cold I have changes my voice."
"I heard you were driving an extra, and so came after
to see if I might not be of some service, for I am told you
have a rich freight along."
" Dless yer, old pard, it's jist like yer.
.
''I axed fer yer when I was at ther fort. and they sai1l
as how yer were out on their trail toward Outfit City.
"Yes; 1 has a gent along , and two servant folks.
" ~1 istcr Insley, this are Buffalo Bill, ther great scout. of
ther wild West, an d of whom we were jist talking."
"I am indeed glad to meet you, sir, for I have heard
much of you," said Mr. Insley. warmly, while Buffalo
Bill r:iise<l his sornbrero and replied, courteously, adding:
"I am sorry you are taking treasu1'<" through. Mr. Insley, as I have been informed you are by letter, and told to
have a watch on you. "
''Yes, I made a mistake. I frankly admit.
"I was too stubborn, and would not take advice; in
fact , had no idea that we would be robbed.''
''As. sir . you do not , indeed. know this Overland trail.
"The Mounted Sharps are thick in this vicinity, and, I
fear, know that you carry a riJ1 freight; in fact, I am le<I
to believe, a large fortune in gold, gems and paper
money."
. "It is true, sir, I was so foolis h as to carry so much:
but, by the advice of our good frien d Lumley here, 1
left about half the coin with the paymaster at the fort, in
fact, all that we could !Set at. for the remainder is fastened
up in a secret panel of the coach."
.
"Bnt your paper money, sir, and gems?" quickly asked
Buffalo Eill.
"That also my good frien d here provided for the safet)
of, and he and my daughter entered into a plot to save
it. "
" Indeed! .
" But how was that possible, Pard Lumley?"
"By outwitti'lg ther sharos by sendin!'!' their young
lady and her riches ahead in Nebraska Ned's coach.
" \ Ve just took cross cut trails, got to ther cabin. and
there she caught _· ed's old hearse. while I came back ter
drive on serene in this.
"I tell yer, Buffalo Bill, we jist win this game on ther
?1Jour.ted Sharps this time, ha! ha ! ha!" and Lige iaughe1 l
so heartily that it was contagious, the Californian joining
in. then Buffalo Bill.
T hen the latter said :
"You · have indeed played trumps, Li ge, and will beat
the sharps on this run ; but then you still have some golct
aboard. as ~fr. Insley says, and you don't wish to los~
that. so I will ride well ahead, and see if there is any ambush ready.
·'I will see you later," and with this Buffalo Bill rode
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the while, and the miles were put behind the coach as .
the night wore on.
.
.
.
.
At last the driver drew rem to give his horses water m
a b1·oad shallow stream they were crossing, ana he said :
"NO\~ we'Jl soon be at Lone Sam's cabin, and then
I'll find' out about yer .darter going on with Nebraska
Ned, and if he seen Buffalo Bill go by."
CHAPTER XVI.
"I shall feel easier in my mind then, and--"
WHERE WAS BUFFALO BILL?
The Californian stopped short, for sn<lclenly out of the
For some reason the scout rode very rapidly after leaY- darkness ahead, from a thicket on the bank of the brook,
ing the coach.
.
.
came a command :
The driver and Mr. Insley listened to the rapid clatter
''Hands up. both of you !
of the hoofs, until they could be no longer heard, and then
"Look behind you, and see that you are covered!"
the former said :
Mr. lnslev started at the voice, while a cry came from
"Does yer know what I thinks. ]\fr. Insley?"
within the ~oach, as Anita, tha Mexican girl, heard the
"I confess that I do not, Lumley."
stern command.
"Well, it's just this:
As for Lige Lumley, he took things coolly, and quickly
"This coach n~ight be thoroughly searched and nothraised his hands, saying:
ing found of much value."
"Yo1i do what they says; don't be 'slow !"
"Yes."
"But-·-"
"Well, we told him about thcr young lady goin' on
" Look behind you!"
·
ahead in Nebraska Ned's coach, and having lots of boodle
Lee Insley did so. What he saw was a form crouching
along with her."
upon the top of the coach, and leaning over the rolls of
"Yes."
ltl':r-:rage,, havina
his hands thrust forward and a revolver
"Now I thinks he don't want her scared, and more in each one. I:=>
particular robbed, and he's just a makin' a~t~r ~ebraska
"My Lord! it are a nigger.
Ned ter be on hand if ther is trouble am! cmp rnter ther
"l pass," cried Lige Lumley, recognizing by the stargame himself."
light that the man was a negro, or had face and hands
"I sincerely hope so."
biacke<l.
,
"I know it, from ther way he rides.
''Yes, massa, I is a nigger, and don't you go make me ,.
"He didn't want us ter think he'd give us ther go by, ~hoot yer, fer I knows ther cap'n," said the black high- :
but he wasn't goin' ter see ther young lcddy si~,ffer from wavman in a low tone.
scare, and he'll be thar near by when wanted.
Up went the hands of M r. Insley, and then Lige called
"Buffalo Bill is a noble fellow."
out:
"You kin gamble on it he is, mister.
"Hands is up, so what does yer want, yer snarlin'
"He's a man ter tie to in a tight place."
. coyote?"
· "And you think if we get through to-night ·we will
''Booty," came the reply, in the voice which had just
be all safe."
spoken .
.
"Sich is ther chances, after yer leave Outfit City,
Y er'll git none, fer we has played as sharp as you km,
though the trail is a bad one for outlaws clean past sometimes."
Good-Luck Camp."
"I know what YOU have and what you have not.
"There must be a large band of these lawless fellows,
•·r know how )·ou played to win, but I always keep a
to patrol such a long stretch of country as they do."
few aces np my sleeve to play when wanted."
"There is plenty of 'em ter ther worl.c
. .
"Where is Buffalo Bill?'' muttered Mr. Insley, his
"There is men as has been gents m their time, aud thoughts upon his daughter/
Captain Coolhand is one of 'em."
·'Darkie Dick, disarm these men, ma,ke them enter the
"Who is he?"
coach. an d do yon take the reins," came the order.
"I don't know fer sartin , but they say he were once
"Yes, massa cap'n," answered the i.1egro, and to the
a rich man and kilt somebody. hevin' ter come \ Vest, and, driver and :'.\fr. Insley he said:
as he didn,'t know how ter work, he began ter git another
''Y er must lay yer weepons clown thar, on. ther top
fortin by killing and robbin ·.
of ther coach, gents, and crawl inter ther vehicle, fer I
"He don't scare a Jirtic l1it. rides like th er devil on knows my business ef yer don't."
horseback, can match 11uffalo Bili in shootin' a gun or
"vVe have got ter do it, sir, fer if we don't thar will be
revolver, and he's g·ot hi~ men under his control like they a funeral, as thar is plenty of 'em around in ther bushes."
was regular soldiers.
"I shall be guided by ~'OU, Lumley," an~ Mr. In?ley
"I tell ver he is a had man from Ditter Creek, and 'I
will be 1nighty glad w!1en_ he runs agi1; a sna~, and my bid his belt of arms upon the top of the coacn, the dnver
.
idee is thet Buffalo Bill 1s thet man, cause its got ter baving done the sam~.
Then they swung themselves over t?e ~1de and encome if he keeps up his redhand work."
tered the coach. where Anita was trembling 111 terror and
"Has he killed many people?"
"He has fer he don't stand no nonsense, shootin' quick Sanchez was also badly scared.
and dead ~traight when he wants ter show he ain't doin'
"See here. nigger, does yer know how ter driv~ ?" suddenly called out Lige Lumley, as the horses began to
ther robbin" act jist fer fun."
Thus the driver talked on, Mr. Insley deeply interested move.
on ahead at a rapid gallop, while Lige Lumley said with
enthusiasm:
"That's ther man, J\Ir. Insley, and with him along we
has nothing to be afraid of 110\v."
..
.
"God grant it," was the fervent reply of the Cahtorman.

~ b
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"I'll attend to that, Lige Lumley," shouted the voice
from the . bank, followed by the words; called across the
stream' :
"(.; pon the other side, then !
"Follow down the stream with the coach.
·'Now. Darkic Dick, \ou know what to do," and the
heads of the horses were turned dov.'n the stream.
CHAPTER
A

MAN

IN

rVIJ.
MASK.
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"\Ve'll see how many of 'em thar be now,. fer day is
coming."
Soon after the coach turned out of the stream into a
ra\ine, as the eady morning light revealed it to be, and,
with much interest, those in the coach peered out of the
windows to sec their surroundings.
Reaching a plateau, by wa;- of the ravine, the coach
came to a halt, and then upon one side of the coach rode
a CJ,1inee.
·
"Oh, Lord.
''It's a heathen Chine<"," said Lige Lumley.
Then up rode a horseman, clad in buckskin, but with
a n;ask wholly concealing his face.
" Thet's rig ht. trot out ther rest o' yer menagerie, fer
I likes t~r see 'em.
"A nigger on ther box, a Chiner on horseback, and a
what-is-it who would get scared cf his face wasn't covered up-trot 'em out; trot 'em out," boldly said Lige
Lurnlcv.
"W~ are in need of no others to handle this outfit,
Lumley.
"\\,hen more are wa\lted they will be on hand," said
the masked horseman.
"Is YOU three c.Jl that tuk us in?"

That the outlaws had taken possession of his coach
and pas e:1gers was a surprise to Lige Lumley.
He could not understand it.
He saw that with the uegro driving down the bed of
th e stream, the outlaws follo wing on horseback, there
was an intention to cover up the trail.
This he could not see through.
\!Vhy should they kidnap the coach and all.
Dut he consoled himself with the thoug-ht that Lola
I ns!ey w'hs safe. and the strange conduct of the outlaws
made him fear for the lives of his passengers, and even
himse!f.
At last h~ came to the conclusion that they believe<l
';Yes."
the coach to be heavi ly loaded with gold, and not being
''Ef J'cl orly hev know'd it, then thar would hev been
able to carry it, they were determined to take it to their
a dead nigger, a Chinaman with his stump toes turned
retreat as it was.
He had r.o idea that the coach could follow tlte heel of up. and a man about your size a lookin' fer somebody
to buy him. "
the brook, but it was certainly doing so, and the black
The man laughed, but replied :
drivet he could not but admit was handling the reins
'·I am glad, then, that you did not know the fact.
skillfullv.
·
·'But,
co1ne. no uonsense, Lumley, or I'll have to leave
KnoV:'ing that :i\fr. Insley 'and the two servants were
looking to him for co:nfort, he felt ke.enly his inability to you in the trail for the coyotes.
''You. sir. I feel sorry to have to put irons on, but you
g!ve them a11y.
must
subrnit, as also your man and this driver.
"I am distressed about my daughter.
"The
girl will not be found."
"She will arrive at Outfit City and be greatly distressed
"\\There
will you take us ?"
at our not co111ing." said the Californian.
"I
can
answer
no questions.
''\Vell, there is one thing sartin."
"\Vh<1l is that, Lumley?"
"Sing Low, get your irons ready and clasp them on."
"Buffalo Dill knows wh ere he left us to-nig-ht, and you
"Allee Jeddy," said the Chinaman, and, with consumbet he kin foller us, ef they does leave no trail.
mate skill and quickness be clasped steel manacles upon
"He knows a coach hain't got no wings ter fly, and
11e'JJ track it to ther brook, and it's got to leave it sum- the wrists of Lige Lumley, who said:
"Ther first time in my life l ever wore 'em.
time-now, thet black nigger do drive fust-class on' no
mistake; but jist ter think of a nigger fer a road agent."
"But you jist wait fer Jedgment day."
l.Jnheeding the comments on the ncgro, Mr. Insley
Mr. Insley made no comment, but quietly submitted,
asked:
and Sanchez was also manacled.
"Do you think Buffalo Bill will come in search of us?"
"We must get rid of the coach, and that it may look
.:· ''I'll gamble en it he do.
like
a runaway, four of the team must go with it," said
"\Vhy, he'll meet yer darter, and then, as we don't
t nnr: up, he'll take ther trail."
the captain.
"And with some hope of finding it?"
"You know what to do, Darkie Dick."
"Ef he takes a trail he goes· to ther end of it, so don't
"It's a pity, massa."
ycr worry a little bit, fer, if they cl.on 't git mad when
"Do as I tell you ."
they finds ther boodle gone, and shoot us all, we'll be al!
"Yes,
massa."
right."
"I'll unearth that gold from its clever hiding place,"
Anita groaned at this kind of consolation, though Lige
Lurnley meant well enough.
2nd with the
that Lige Lumley carried the body of
'·This creek ain't got no end to it," growled Lige, as the coach was mashed in and the hidden treasure revealed.
mile after rni1e \yas gone ov<"r and the coach still followed
What followed Buffalo Dill and Lone Sam skillfully
down the bed of the str<"am.
t last the d~wn began to brighten the eastern horizon, tracked out. as the reader has already seen in sending the
coach and four horses over the cliff.
a11<l Lige said:

ax
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CHAPTER XVIII.
THE SEVERED

MOUNTAIN.

It was with undisguised pain that the negro road agent
obeyed the order oi the masked leader to blindfold four
of the stao-e-horses and rush them to their death.
He plai~ly showed that it wa~ agai~1st his will:
_
The Chinee showed no emotion, simply obeymg his
orders in silence and with dispatch. \Vhen the coach
had been stripped of all that was valuable the ne~ro
mounted the box, the masked leader rode upon one s1d.e,
the Chinee upon the other, and the team was started m
a nm to\\"ard the cliff.
Once fairly started the negro slipped over the top of
the coach to the ground, the two mounted men riding ·
alonrrsidc and lashing the blindfolded horses.
M~. Insley entreated,_ Anita .begg-cd, and Lige_ Lmnlev
s>vore at the leader, all 111 a vam eff01t to have him spare
the horses.
But he was obdurate. The terrific crash of coach and
horses on the rocks below was sickening.
But the masked leader at once turned his attention to
his prisoners and the gold, and baggage taken from the
coach.
Afl was loaded upon the led horses and thus _the party
rode and the trail was taken up across the plam, where
no t~ail was left so flintv was the soil.
This was kept ~p for niiles. when they came to a broad
and well-worn trail leading from the river to the mountains.
The trail evidently went to a break in the c_liffs, where
wild animals could go down for water, m~d 1t had been
made by their feet, until it was worn deep m the ground.
Into this trail the leader turned, and started toward
the mountains. greatly to Lige Lumley's delight, as he
had feared he would cross the river.
Several miles away was a lofty spur, ju~ting out fr?m
the range in the far distance, along ~he ndge of which
the driver knew ran the Overland trail.
The range he well knew was seamed by deep canyons
on either side, and was heavily timbered.
It ran in a zigzag course, winding for fifty miles thus,
and was known to the drivers as the Devil's Back-Bone.
It was along the. Devil's Back-Bone that the mounted
sharps had done most of their r~d deeds .. for they knew
it thoroughly, could cut from pomt to pomt,. and always
find retreats '11 which to hide from all pursmt.
The spur that branched off from the range. was some
miles in length, ending abruptly upon the plam.
Toward this spur the trail now led that the outlaws
were followina and Lige saw as they went along that
the numerous ~ild animals that followed it to the river
for water and back to their range in the mountains, would
soon blot out all traces of their horses' tracks.
He noted the nature of the ground as they went along.
kept his eves upon the spur they were approaching, and
which ended abruptly upon the plain, and saw that bold
~liffa rose high overhead, \vhile the trail. branched off to
::ither side. as the animals went to the nght, or the left,
according to inclination to make the mountain range from
which this spur came.
. The paths either way we'.e we!~ worn, the tracks '~ere
fresh, showing that the wild ammals sought the nver
0

for water every day, or night, and then returned to their
grazing lands in the range.
.
.
Bnt the masked leader went neither to the nght nor
the left, for, watching for a plain where the soil W<!S
l1anlcst, he turned out of the trail, heading straight for
the cliff.
~
.
"Now what are he· goin' agin that cliff fer?" muttered
Lige Lumley. As none of his party knew, they returned no answer,
and the outlaws also remained silent.
Nearer and nearer thev drew to the spur, and the
leader was right up agai1~st it, but still riding on, Lige
Lumley watching him with gr<:>atcst interest. ·
Then, to the surprise of the clri ver, the masked leader
turned suddenly to the left and rlisappeared.
''\Vell, who would hev thought thar were a hole in
that cliff," muttered Lumley.
But it was not a hole, a mere rent in the lower rocks,
not visible ten feet away.
And into this narrow chasm, in single file, the others
followed the masked outlaw, while Lige continually commented upon the strange entrance to the spur, and _
cht:clded to himself over having found the way to the
1retreat of the mounted sharps, which thus far had baffled
everv one.
\Vhat good it would do him to know as a prisoner he
did not take into consideration.
As the trail went on it gradually ascended, and, pur·st1inrr this rent, or chasm. after a quarter of a mile's
climb, the leader was again seen to disappear, he being
-some fifty feet in advance of the others.
\!Vhen Li""e Lumley reached the spot where he had
last seen th; masked outlaws, he uttered an exclamation
of surprise.
And no wonder, for what he beheld was a long, narrow
valley in the very center of the spur.
It was fertile, heavily timbered, and here and there
were lakes in it.
It was a revelation to the driver, for he saw how
completely hidden was this valley in the center of a severed mountain.
They entered it through a narrow gateway of rock, a
chasm, where there had been built a barrier of bars.
Beyond was the beautiful little valley, and in the
meadows were feeding a number of horses.
It could be nothi\}g else than the secret home of the
outlaws.
CHAPTER XIX.
STRANGE

REFUSAL.

The arrival and departure of the coaches and the coming and goinrr of the pony-riders was quite an important
event at FortFaraway, the nearest military post to Captain Coolhan&'s retreat, while the constant scouting after
Indians the attacks of the outlaws on the stages, all made
up a s~ene of excitement that afforded plenty of gossip.
Among all at the fort there was no one who held the
hig-h post of honor for herois~ more t~an did B_uffalo
Bill, a true Knight in Buckskm, as he 1s known m the
armv.
I-Iis deeds of daring were of almost daily occurreqce,
and when he brought in a report all at the fort, from
r
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commandant down to the humblest private soldier, knew
that it was true.
Time and ag·ain the wish had been expressed that Buffal o Bill would be allowed to go on a hunt fo r the daring
road a~ents known as the Mounted Sharps, and who,
ulitler their daring, cruel leader, were a terror to the
country.
But th e Overland Company >vas- expected to protect
its own coaches and pony-riders, and hence neither some
dashing young officer nor the chief of scouts had been
sent on the duty of tracking down the outlaws.
If th ey came up with them thei r duty was to capture
them _; but the vast country to be guarded by the soldiers
from the redskin raids was too great to take men from
that vvo rk and send them after a band of horse-thieves
and stage-robbers.
At last, however, a · demand had been made secretly
by Captain Lloyd Winter fo r help.
Th e Mounted Sharps were becoming so very daring in
tfi eir attacks that they were .getting unbearable, and the
stage company were thinking of withdrawing their
coaches .
Now and then, when it had come t o such a pass, a
di rect demand on the military forces for help had resulted in a scouring of the trail from one end to the
other 'by soldiers.
But not an m1tlaw would be seen then, and after a
short while they wou d again reappear and be at their
old tri cks.
At last, as a couple of pony-riders, a stage-driver, an<l
se veral passengers had been killed on the trail of the
Overland Company, and many robberies had been committed, Captain Lloyd ·winter had determined to act upon
the suggestion of one of his men and ask Colonel Duncan
to give him the services of Buffalo Bill, and not let it
be known that the scout was to go upon the tll"ack Of the
outlaws, and trv and find their retreats, when a secret
attack could be 'made upon them .
T he result of this request the reader has seen, and how
Buffalo Bill gave a pledge, which the Overland superintendent at first regarded in the light of a bluff, when he
coolly told him he would unearth the Mounted Sharps
and bring them to justice, or drive them from the stage
and pony-rider trails.
But the scout's going on this mission was to be kept a
secret from all save the very few most interested.
In this way, alone, he asserted that he could successiully discover the many spies who certainly gave notice
to the outlaws when a valuable freight was to go through.
The arrival of Left-Hand Larry's coach, one which
had been held up by the highwaymen several days before
1he California coach passed, and from which two young
men, who had come to vi sit the fort, were kidnaped at
Fort F araway, and the information he gave of having
been h eld np on the way, was not a surprise to those who
were told of it.
But Larry had very little to say about it. made few
conunents, and did not say just who had heid him up.
To Colonel Duncan, however, he had more to say,
for the two young hunters, Burt Sprague and Maury
Sanfo rd by name, who were his passengers and had been
1.-idnaped, he' had to fully account for- that is, as far as
lay in his power to do so.
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It was a severe blow to Colonel Duncan, to learn of
the capture of the young men, who were to have been his
guests.
Their fathe.rs were especial fti en<ls of his, and he had
extended the invitation to them to visit himf knowing
that they were fond of wild sports, and had hunted much
in foreign lands.
The capture of the young men had at once created intense excitement in the fort, and Lieutenant Keyes, the
senior lieutenant, and other officers promptly volunteered
to go after them.
T o the surprise of all the request was met by a refusal from the colonel for any search to be made for the
kidnaped men.
V/hat could such refusal mean?
,
Colonel Duncan was a man to act promptly when there
was need for so doing.
•
But now he made no effort to attempt the capture
of his two young friends, so boldly captured by the outlaws.
T he officers at the fort could not understand the colouefs motive.
The truth was that there were none of them in the
secret.
And the secret lay with Buffalo Bill.
He had requested· that no effort be made to secure the
two young men from the outlaws until he sent word to
do so.
·
T hen came another stir at the fort in the arrival of
Lone Sam, the two detectives, and the Giant Miner.
Again Buffalo Bill's letter and Lone Sam's testimony
decided Colonel Duncan in the intention of still leaving
all to the scout.
·w hen he had heard the story of the detectives, and
that of the Giant Miner, with what Lone Sam had to
say, he decided that Buffalo Bill was right in detaining
th e two secret service officers.
So he 'Ordered them and the miner to be kept under
guard, yet be allowed the freedom of the fort by day.
Then he set himself to the task of looking over the
papers the miner had intrusted to him, and the result was
that he at once sent for the man.
':I have been looking over your papers, my man, and
I find that they are most valuable evidence in your behalf."
''Are they not a proof of plots a~ainst me, sir, as
against the others who were heirs, and whose death alone
gave me a claim ?"
"They certainly are."
"That was why I was entrapped to the asylum and held
there in a living death, as it were, for years.
"They hoped to break me down, and, failing, when I
was escaping they sought to kill me.
, " In self-defense I struggled with my intended murderer, and he fell dead.
"~hese detectives may or ~ay not be in the plotl yet
I believe they are, and I know they would have killed me
on my way E ast with them.'
"Appearances are certainly against them from their
own actions, my man, and I have determined to accept
your parole of honor to be oi; hand when wanted, and
allow you to return to your mme."
"Oh, thank you, sir."
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Taking from his pocket a buckskin bag he had fetched
"I gladly accept such parole, and you have only to send
from the cabin, he dropped it into the iron box, where
for me when you want me.·•
Colonel Duncan, aft~r a moment of hesitatio , wrote there were ·a number of other such bags, all of them conout the parole, and the miner signed it in a bold hand, taining something heavy it appeared, and being firmly
tied up.
having a very striking autograph.
The lid of the box raising with the back t1p stream
"Now, sir, may I ask if you have any word to send
caused the water to rush each side, thus preventing the
to Buffalo Bill?" asked the miner.
sand from flowing in and filling it up.
"Do you expect to see him?"
Haying placed the little buckskin bag in the box, the
"Yes, sir."
heavy lid was a.gain lowered, the chain dropped on the
"When and· where?"
"I shall look for him at Lone Sam's cabin, sir, for I top, and the sand was quickly borne over it by the flow
of the water, whoiiy concealing it from sight as before.
,
believe I shall strike his trail there."
"Yes; tell him that I have perfect confidence in his · Retracing his way to th e shore, the miner s ~oped tr
pick up his weapons and pack again, when suddenly two
judgment, and am doing as he requested."
"I will tell hlm, sir,'' and again thanking the colonel for shots rang out, almost as one.
Following the shots, a bullet struck the handle of the
his freedom, and declining a horse offered to him, . the
Giant Miner left the fort, going off at a long, swingin;,. pick held in the hand of the miner and bL1ried itself there.
Instantly the Giant ~liner sprang to shelter among the
stride that rapidly carried him over the country.
wiilows, his rifle ready, for the shots told him that he.
had an intended assassin nectr.
CHAPTER XX.
He had evidently been near looking at his cleverly. concealed treasure. ~nd the 1ioan, or men, who had tracked
THE HIDDEN' TREASURE.
him meant to first take his life U.nd then his treasure.
Upon leaving the fort the Giant Miner cast the miles
behind him in a way that wo11ld have surp; ised a horse.
•
At last he tur::!d into a little vallcv that na rrowed to
a canyon at the upper end, and there: hidden from view
CHAPTER X)\I.
among the pines, was a little log cabin.
THE SCOUT'S DEATH SHOT.
. It was crudely built, but strong and comfortable, and
The Gi1nt Miner was crouching among the will ows.
it was the home of the strange man ·who had been driven
by cruel persecution to a hiding place in the far West. his face wh:te and stern, his nerve as firm as iron, waiting
The door was open, all remaining just as the two de- like a tiger to spring upon his prey.
But only half a moment passed "ith the Giant M in er
tectives had left it with their p risoner. ·
at bay, when he heard a shout from over on the
thus
as
about
scattered
things
confusion;
Within all was
though a thorough search of -rhe cabin had been madr. ridge.
A strange foe it was to fire upon him and then hail.
B~o.ks, b0rder attire, weapons, cooking utensils, and
Dut he answered the hail.
prov1s1ons were strewn all about.
"Hello! where are you, pard ?"
"'_fhey made a very tho~ough search, pretending to l~nk
"Here among the willows, awaiting friend or foe."
for i.mportant papers bearmg upon my case, but in real ity
·
"I am a friend."
seeking my gold.
"Do you fire upon a friend?"
"But they did not find it.
"I did not fire upon you."
"Had they clone so, then it wot1ld have become their
"The bullet struck within a few inches pf ,my hands."
property, my life would have quickly enclecl, and they
"It wc:.s rr;eant for your heart, but my shot e.-iderttly
·
would make no report of their valuable find.
changed its course."
"But Buffalo Bill cleverly saw through their game.
"Y cs ; there \tere two shots fired. Where is the mall
·
"God bless Bufialo Bill !"
Thus musing to himself, the Giant l\Tiner was puttin<Y who fired the other?"'
"'
"'Lying here at my feet dead."
his scattered belongirl.gs again in their places.
"Who killed hin• ?"
He soon had all in good order once more, cooked his
"I did. I-I e had his gun aimed at you.
dinne;,. made a ~l~ange in his wardrobe, roll ed up a pack
"1 was just in the second of time with my shot."
contammg prov1s10ns and a couple of blankets, and with
"Vv'ho are you ?"
a rifle slung at his back, a bdt of arms about his waist,
"First tell me if I am wrong in believing you to be
and a pick thrown over his shoulder, started out a&
the Giant Miner?"
though on a prospecting tour for gold .
''You are right. I am the Giant Miner, as they call
He turned his steps down the valley until he came to a
me out here."
bend in the shallow, sandr stream.
"l thought so, though I only had a qui.ck glance at
Here he halted, drew ·off his boots and socks, and .
'
wading in among the will~vs, begun to dig down in tbe you."
··Again I G1r-k. who are you?"
sand.
"Duffalo Bill."
A few handfuls of sand being thrown out, he found a
The Giant I\liner gave a yell of joy.
chain which he drew hard upon.
At once he sprang from his hiding place among the
It raised an iron cover to a box, imbedded in the sand,
·willows.
sand
of
wash
the
flowed,
and over which the stream
As he came into view in the flat, he saw the form of
quickly hiding all trace of what "lay beneath.
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the scout appear on the ridge, a couple of hundred yards
away, and where there was a thicket.
Instautly he waved his hat, and, picking up his traps,
he hastily walked' across the bit of meadow land and then
up the hill to where Buffalo Bill stood.
T he scout awaited him, and as he drew near offered his
hand, which the miner warmly grasped.
''I thought you were at the fort."
"No. Colonel Duncan, after looking over the papers
I ga".e him, sent for me and released me upon my own
·
pronuse to return when he ·wanted me."
"I am gl'acl that he trusted you, fo r I was going to
send after you."
"After me?"
"Yes; for I believe you can help me, and Lone Sam
is of the same opinion, so I was now on my way to his
cabin to ha \'e him go for yon."
''I am gl::td if I can serve you, Cody."
"I b~li eve you are.
"I am just off of a scent. and too_k the way by your
cabin, intending to lock it up, as I remember vou told me
'
'
how the detectives had left it."
"Yes . they left everything scattered about, in their
search for my gold."
"Which they did not find, I am glad to see."
'
"You know, then?"
"That you were visiting its hiding place when you were
•
fired on ."
. "Ah, yes, I was so glad to see you, Buffalo Bill, I had
torgotten about the two shots.
" I was just going out to trail you.'1
"Ah! then our meeting is fo rtunate.
"You have been to your cabin then, for the door was
locked."
"Yes.
"But tell me-who fired that shot at me?"
"He is lying up yonder among the., rushes. I do not
know him."
"I doubtless do,'' and the miner was about to walk
to the spot indicated by the scout, when he turned and
asked suddenly :
"How came you to kill him ?"
"I wa.s coming .among the pines, the straw preventing
my horse from bemg . heard, when I saw a man skulking
along, as though to get a. shot at some one.
"He had his rifle in his hand , and I at once leaped
from my saddle and ran to get a look at his O'ame.
"As I came to where I could see the str~am and the
willows, you appeared in view, and at the same moment
that I recognized you I saw the man come in sight in the
edge of this thicket.
Instantly he raised his rifle, rested· it in the crotch of
a tree, and I had just time to head his shot off, as I saw
that you were his target.
"I fired a second before he did, but it was time enouO'h
"'
to destroy his aim."
God bless vou.
"You have· once more been mv friend.
"Come, let us see who he i;,'' and the Giant Miner
spoke feelingly .
Walking to the thicket he beheld a man lying there
·
<lead. a bullet in his brain.
"I know him, Buffalo Bill," said the miner, quietiy.
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CHAPTER XXII.
A CLOSE CALL.

'When Buffalo Bill and Lone Sam started upon the trail
of the outlaws, from where they had branched off from
the ~oach , t~e scout k!1ew that he would only have the
services of his compa1:1on for a day, and he was anxious
to make all the headway in the march in that time.
It had not taken Buffalo Bill long to see that Lone
Sam was to be relied upon in every way.
They readily followed the trail from its leaving the
coach, and pressed on rapidly where it was not visible
fo r Buffalo Bill knew from the lay of the land that it
could go in but one direction, or turn back the way it had
come.
T he latter he knew was by no means probable.
At last t~e two t:ailers came to the path leading to
the breaks m the cliff, down which the game went for
water.
T hey at once turned toward the river.
Arriving there, after watering their horses a searcn
was made of the surroundings, and they kn~w, if the
outlaws had croased .the river ~ith their prisoners, it had
he-en a very long swim for their horses and a most perilous undertaking.
E specially dangerous would it be for the young girl
and her maid, fo r it will be seen that Buffalo Bill regarded Lola Insley as being with the others.
. For:.. L.ola I?sley, the b~autifnr daughter of the millionai:e Lahforman, was tho~tght by the two trailers to be
with the outl aws, along with the rest of her party.
. The scout, howev.er, half disrobed himself and started
lus horse across on the Jong swim.
He wished to see if the desperate crossing had been
made by tl~e . outlaws and their captives.
But, arnvm~ on the other side, after a very hard
struggle for his horse, he saw no trails there, not even
of game.
w .ild a.nimals w~ld not risk that long swim in that
su rgm~ n ver, and that seemed proof that the outlaws ha<l
not done so.
Th e scout also had a view of the cliffs on both sides
and was confident there was no place of refuge .among
therp to be reached by swimming.
.Fully satisfied that the outlaws had gone to the mountams i+pon the shore he had left, Buffalo Bill decided to
1 eturn.
H e ~elt a littl: anxious as to his horse being able to
make 1t; but, w1thou~ much clothing, only a small revolver, and no food with him, he must return to the shore
he had left.
All that he could he spared the noble animal and kept
·'
his eye constantly upon the other shore.
But after going halfway the horse became more and
more distressed.
Fortunately the scout had not brouO'ht him over under
sad~le ~nd bridle, so he was spared that extra weight.
Fmdmg that the horse was showing signs of failing
utterly, Buffalo Bill shouted:
"Ho, Sam!"
"Ay, ay."
. "Ride i~ an? have your lariat ready to throw and
give us a. lift, tor my horse will not make it, I fear."
In an mstant Lone Sam was on the bare back of his
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horse, his lasso was coiled, and he rode in until the water deer and can run a day and not foe! it, while he can
was breast 'deep.
climb where a goat can.
"All right, pard, I am here, and will swim out, if need
"He doesn't seem like a horse, and is my especial propbe," he called out cheerily.
erty."
•
"I am all right, but my horse will never make it," was
"Every crow thinks its own the blackest; but I g uess
Buffalo Bill's answer.
your mule is all right, and to prove it I'll just take him.
A moment after the poor animal began to plun~e especially as he may have to play the goat act and climb.''
madly, as he felt his strength going, and Buffalo Bill,
"All right, Pard Bill, and 1'11 shoulder my saddle ancl
who had already slipped from his back, had to swim hard !>trike for camp, for you know I have to get back to
to keep from being struck by his hoofs.
,
camp for to-morrow's riders ."
Seeing his master, in a vain hop e that he could saye
'·Ycs, and I will push on and see what I can discover,
him, the poor horse, with a longing for, human aid, started and come for you when I find anything of importance.''
toward the scout in mad plunges .
"Good!"
"Swim for your life!" shouted Lone Sam, as he saw
"I feel awful sorry about my poor horse; but it ~vas
the danger the scout was in, and he at the same time too long a swim.''
forced his horse toward him .
"Yes. and ptoves that the outlaws never made it, espeBuffalo Bill fully realized his danger.
cially with their prisoners."
He saw that the animal was maki:-ig a desperate, de"Sure.
spairing effort to reach him, not to harm him, but for
'·Th··y have gone on to the mo~mtains, where tl~ey have
human sympathy and help, an<l in his struggles, though . some securciv hic.lclcn retreat, for I have hunted for theni
they would last but a moment. he might · reach him .
often before· in vain.
So he wisely dove deep beneath the surface of the
('}}ut this time they have prisoners with them, seven
rivet.
in all, as I cc unt them.''
For a long time he was hidden beneath the >vaters, until
"True.''
Lone Sam began to gTow anxious.
"Then they kve what luggage and things they took
But at la t he rose to the surface, far in to>vard land, from Lumley's co::ich , the cushions, hart1ess of two horses,
and within a hundred feet of Lone Sam.
and :ill that. so I have an iclca that they cannot take aw~y
But the poor horse had sunk from fr;ht.
so nrnny prisor:err and not be tracked, when we are so
close 011 their tr:!i!.''
This was the O?inion of both Bt;ffalo Dill ·and Sam,
CHAPTER XXIII.
~nd they at once decided that the latter 'vas to go on
SEPARATE TRAILS.
\Vith the sco1:t ~mtil he reached the foothills of the rang-c,
Lone Sam gave a wild shout of jny. as he ''2-'.V 1 is and thrn follow it around to his cabin.
comrade rise above the waters and stril:e boldly out for
Duff.Jo Bill was then to continue on the trail to the
the shore.
motrnt~.in, n-.cunt ~ d on Lone S:t:n 's .splert did mule.
"I'll meet you, pard," he called out.
l.:p through the break in the cliff they made their way,
"No. I think I am all rig ht, though it did biow me," J2uffa.!o Dili insisting that Lone Sam should ride until h
came the answer.
l~a,J to do what he '.v:ts pleased to c:ill the "hoof-act," and
But Lone Sam still swam tO'.vard his cornr:?.de, am!, thcv pushed on d a Ii vely pace, the scot t being a good
turning his horse, held out his hand.
w:Jker.
Buffalo Bill grasped it and was thus t.mye<l ashore.
At 12.st they came to th e mount:iin spur already re"He did strike me, and it knocked the bre:ith out of ferred to, and upon
either side 0£ which the trail branched
me," said Btfffalo Bill, feeling his bro:id breast where off.
the iron-shod hoof lrnd dealt him a severe blow.
Thm·, far they had not been able to find any trace of
"I am glad it was no worse ."
the outbws' trail.
'
"Yes, it might have been, for I, too, might have gone
There
had
bt.:en
during
the
time
that
elapsed
a
gn~at
down with my horse, poor fellow .
"I tell you, it was a close call; but I h:ive r.ot!ced, Sam, (1c1l of game1 p;~·;s;ng to and fro, ;rnd, as the outlaws well
when a horse is dying he alw~ys turns for Byu:pathy and l;ncw woc;ll u:' th e case. o~;!itc rating every trace of the
t r;,d~s of rile horses.
aid to his master."
So there they separated, Buff~:o Bill remaining at the
"It is true, for I, too, have observed the same thing."
forks of the '<rails either side of the spur and Lone Sam
said Lone Sam, and he added :
turning to the left ::>.long the foothills.
"Now, what is to be done?"
"If yo11 are not in by to-morrow night, as soon as the
"\,Yell, it is one horse to two meu, and so I have a
bt;iges and pony·riclers pass my station: I shall be on your
suggestion to make."
"Yes?"
trail,"' said Lone Sam .
"I am afoot, you mounted."
"1\l! right pard ; but it wiil not take me long to either
"Yes; btit yo·u take my horse, or rather 1t:nle," said tintl the outhws' trail at some point. or be sure that I
I.one Sam, who ·was mounted upon a splendid mule hrgc. c::i.nnot. find it. and rn report at your cabin when con·
long-bo.died, and as clean-lirnbec! as a deer.
vinccd 0~1e way or the other," was Buffalo Bili's answer,
"Thanks, Sam, but my experience with a rnde has no~ ~:ml he stood hy the mule, right where Lone Sam had ldt
always been a happy one." said foe scout. dryly.
him, bis eye.::> sc:uming every foot of ground afar aml
"But that mule is a goo<l one, and he's as 1ket as a near.
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IN THE

CAMP OF THE

xxrv.
MOUNTAIN

SHARPS.

When the outlaws, whose trail Buffalo Bill was now
searching for, entered the valley with their prisoners, the
captives knew the end of their journey must be near,
and after all they had experienced, they were not sorry.
The tethered and loose horses in the meadowland proved
that a camp must be near, and could be no other than the
retreat of the Mounted Sharps, their foes.
As for Lige Lumley, nothing escaped ~im . ~le just ~elt
that the outlaws were making a sac\ 1111stake 111 ~Jlowmg
him to go unblindfolded into their retreat, for he mtended
to lead Buffalo Bill and his scouts back upon them.
" As soon as I git out," he added to himself.
It was a wise addition, but then, Lige had passed
throua h so many ups and downs, he did not doubt that
he w;uld soon get out of this pinch .
·
Following a more defined trail by the side of the lakes,
and into the timber bernnd, which grew beneath lofty
cliffs, the outlaws led their prisoners to several cabins
sheltered there. .
.
A little rivulet flowed out of the cliffs clear and sparkling. and made its way into the nearest lake; t~1e grass
was plentiful and as soft as velvet, and the cabms were
snugly ensconced in the heavy timber about them.
Two larrre dogs, which lay before the center one of
three log huts, got up and eyed the prisoners viciously,
but a command from the masked leader sent the brutes
off, and, turning to l\Tr. Insley, the man said:
" You are to take the cabin on the right with the driver
and your man ; the one on the left is for the senorita. ·
" I shall free your hands of the bracelets, but you are
all to be manacled around the ankles, so that you will
not go far ."
" Do you mean that you will put irons on a woman,
too ?" indignantly demanded Mr. Insley.
"No ; she can go free .
" But all of you beware not to attempt to leave your
cabins, or the dogs will spring upon you, and the negro
and Chinee will guard yoti, too, for I must go off on the
trail again."
·
"One moment, pard."
" Yes, Lige."
" Are you Captain Coolhanci ?"
"I am not."
" Where is he?"
"He'll be here when wanted."
" We don't want him.
"Jist tell him ter stay away forever and ever, amen!"
T he masked man laughed and said :
"I am sorry, but he cannot oblige you. He will return with me, and so will Miss Insley, whom he will have
'
captured I"
.
" I don't believe yer; she went through 0. K., and don't
m u forget it."
· "If she was with Nebraska .Ned she did not."
Lige felt a sinking at the ·heart, for he had hoped at
least that Lola Insley had gone through safely, after her
plucky ride in the night alone.
The masked man then ordered the negro to prepare
dinner for his "guests," and gave the Chinee instructions
to keep his eye upon all, for should they escape Captain
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Coolhand would kill them for neglect of duty, and then,
on a fresh horse, he dashed away out of the valley.
"Well, pards, we is in it with both feet," . said _Lige
Lumley, when the three men were alone in their cabm.
Mr. Insley glanced at the manacles about their ankles
and said:
''Yes, Lumley, in it with both feet manacled., ·what
do you think of his words about my daughter bemg captured?"
·
"I don't want ter believe him. If he gits her, too, he
kin make his own tanns."
.
''I am willing to pay any ransom if she is in his
clutches."
"As cap'n isn't here, he must be off on the stage trail
with the rest of his band, so he may have her a prisoner."
''You do not think, then, that masked man was the
chief of the outlaws? He said he wasn't. He is some
officer, I guess."
"There is the negro; I will ask him."
The black outlaw was called and asked if the masked
man was Captain Coolhand.
"No, boss, he ain't."
"Who is he?"
"Only ther cap 'n knmvs. sah; some of us don't."
"\Vhere is the captain?"
"On ther trail, sah."
"How manv men has he in his hand?"
"I ain't tellin', sah, so don't axe no more."
"Say, nigger, if you wants ter save thet black neck o'
your'n from bein' stretched, and get dead boodles of dust,
you'll jist help us out o' this scrape," said Lige Lumley.
The negro smiled, shut one eye, placed his thumb on
the end of his nose, and walked away in silence, while th~
Chinaman, whom the prisoners had not seen, laughed,
and called out:
''Black nigger, Melican man, allee lightee."
CHAPTER XXV.
... N

UNLOOKED-FOR ARRIVAL.

The black road agent prepared a good meal for the
priso11ers.
.
All went to the rough table together, and w·ere hungry
enough to enjoy what was set before them. But M r.
Insley, anxious as to the fate of his daughter, ate only
a little.
"Pard, yer hev got ter feed, if yer wishes ter work, and
there is no tellin' what we may hev ter do to git away,"
urged. Lige.
.
"If my child was only here with me, the dread would
be little; but it is her unknown fate that tortures me,"
was the Californian's reply.
·
'"Well, I'd like ter make a break afore ther chief am!
ther rest of ther band comes in; but I ain't jist sure what
we could do with ther nigger and ther heathen."
"And the dogs," added Sanchez, with a shudder.
"I would not leave here now if I could, but will remain
to see if they bring my child in, as that masked outlaw
said they would."
"Well, pard, I'm hoping all will come right fer her anci
fer us. You see, sir, I have a sneakin' idee thet Buffalo
Bill wil git on our trail and help us out."
"But what can he do,. alone?"
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"Tuer ain't any man as kin do more alone than he
kin; but he has got ther call on plenty of men if he
wants 'em."
"But he may have been killed, for he rode on ahead of
us, you know."
"California pard, I is one thet don't believe thcr bullet
has been made ter kill Buffalo Bill."
"You think he bears a charmed life?"
"I knows it. And now, sir, I has an idee. The? more
I has thought it over since that man on horseback came
after us last night, the more I believe he was not Buffalo
Bill."
"But you recognized him?"
"I thought so, then, but I don't now."
"What has made you change your mind?"
"Well, ther voice wan't jist Buffalo Bill's, and then, he
hed more ter say then it strikes me Buffalo Bill would,
fer he don't talk any too much.
"Ag'in, if it had been Buffalo Bill he'd hev kept near
ther coach, which that man didn't do."
"Wh<> could it have been, if it was not Buffalo Bill?"
"Well, there is an outlaw in these parts that keeps
himself mighty shy of showing up. He hev been seen
now and then, and he was taken fer Buffalo Bill every
time."
"How strange."
"No, fer he looks as like him as two revolvers resembles
each other, if you don't look too close.
"If you do, then yer sees thet it ain't Bill, but a
sneakin' gerloot as calls himself Shadow Bill."
"Ah!"
"He were in the camps one time, playin' honest, an'
were mighty proud of lookin' like Buffalo Bill, but some
government officers came along one day, lookin' fer
crooks, and they spotted Shadow Bill as a feller that
should have been hung some moons before for his crimes,
and they were preparing to rope him in when he seen 'em,
and, Lordy ! how he did push ther breeze fer the wilderness, and since then he has been a reg'lar out and out
·
road agent.
us might have been
after
come
who
"Now, ther man
Shadow Bill, and I'm thinkin' it were, for see how them
outl~ws know'd all about where ther gold was hid in
ther coach, and all else."
"So they did."
"And nobody knew that secret, you told me, but you."
"It is true."
But we give it away to the man we thought was Buffalo Bill."
"So we did."
"So, says I, don't be surprised if he was Shadow Bill,
and if he was, then Buffalo Bill is somewhere on the trail
after us, and if he starts to rescue us you mind my words.
Pard Insley, he's the very man ter do it."
"Heaven grant that you are right, Lumley; but, to me,
it seems to be placing too much on one man, even if his
name is Buffalo Bill."
"Wait and see, sir.
"I knows him from 'way back. He's a cyclone all by
his self."
Mr. Insley was cheered greatly by the confidence which
Lige had in Buffalo Bill, and he said so.

While they were talking a horseman was seen coming
up the vailey at a canter.
"Great Scott! it's Buffalo Bill, and he is coming into
this den of thieves !
"Now, nigger, Chinee, and dogs, look out fer fur to
fly," cried Lige, all excitement.

CHAPTER XXVI.
THE

SCOUT'S

COUNTERPART.

Did Buffalo Bill not know his danger?
The prisoners stood aghast at his boldness.
"He is coming to certain death. Would that we could
warn him," said Mr. Insley.
On come the horseman, at a swinging gallop, his horse
following the trail straight to the camp.
The ptisoners looked toward the dogs, the Chinee and
the negro, then grouped about the fire having their dinner.
They evidently saw the horseman, but it did noi seem
to alarm them.
As he drew nearer Lige Lumley suddenly smothered
an imprecation and said :
"Thet ain't Buffalo Bill; it's thet skunk, Shadow Bill,
who played us last night fer fools."
The horseman was now near the camp-fire, and the
negro and Chinaman rose to greet him.
He was a finely-formed man, and with a· strikingly
handsome face.
He certainly looked the counterpart of the great scout
at a glance, but a closer inspection revealed that, thougli
he was about Buffalo Bill's size, wore his hair long, had
a fine mustache and imperial, he was not the scout.
His face was handsome, it was true, but he possessed
not the stamp of nobleness so indelibly imprinted upon
every feature of Buffalo Bill's face.
There was an evil look in his eyes, a sinister expression about the mouth, and the man, when scanned closely,
was seen to be altogether a different person from the
famous scout.
The Chinee took his horse, the negro set to work to
preoare dinner for him. For some moments he conver~ed with the negro, asking many questions and listening attentively to the answers.
At last the man sat down and lei:mrely ate the meal
prepared for him. This over, he lighted a cigar and
strolled to the cabin, where the maid, Anita, was sitting.
What he said to her the others did not hear.
Then he came over to where Mr. Insley, Lumley and
Sanchez were.
"'vVell, Mr. Insley, we meet again," he remarked.
"If you mean that you are the man who impersonated
the noble scout, Cody, last night, I am sorry to say that
we do."
"Yes, I am Buffalo Bill, the scout, when it pleases me
so to be, as it did last night. It was clever in me, wasn't
it, for I discovered all that I wished to know."
"Cuss yer ugly pictur, yer did," growled Lumley. ·
The man laughed, twirled his mustache. and replied :
"Don't call me ugly. Lumley, for I am said to be the
image of Buffalo Bill."
''Yes, -if yer black heart don "t ·show."
"Go slow, Lumley, for l am in my own camp, and you
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should not beard a lion in his den, unless you wish to
feel the weight of his anger.
·'B ut come ! I am here to have a talk with this gentleman, whom I am a nxious to make terms with, for I
1~either wish to hold him or his beautiful daughter prisoneL longer than can be helped."
"Great God ! you have my daughter then in your
power," cried Lee Insley, excitedly.
CHAPTER XX VII.
CAPTAIN

COO L H.'\N D'S

MASTER-STROKE.

For answer, the outlaw leader uttered a light laugh.
'' \tVhen and how did you capture her, Cap'n Coolhand,
fo r I believes you is thet devil on horseback?" quickly
<tsked Lige.
·'I captured her from r ebraska K ed's coach, when she
was on her way alone to Outfit City, having started to foil
me and carry her father's money and valuables through
in that way, hoping the regular stage would go through
;,I! right.
"It was you who put her up to this, Lumley."
''Yes, I did, and I only regrets she did not go through."
" \ \'ell, si r, as you captured my daughter, and with her
a fortune, I suppose you will release us now, caring only
' for , my g old and jewels ?" '
" But I did not get the fortune!"
"I do not understand. "
" I captured the young lady, and she is safe in my other
retreat, for I may as well admit that I am Captain Coolhand , so you will know with whom you are making
terms."
"You captured my daughter, but did not get what
mon ey and jewelry she had with her?" asked Mr. Insley
in surprise.
"Got the girl but not the money."
"He's trying to bluff yer, Pard Insley," averred Lumley.
"You keep silent, sir!
"No, Mr. Insley, I did not get the gold and othe~ stuff
· for the simple reason that Buffalo Bill, my handsome
double, you know, met the coach, and I · have a score to
settle with Nebraska Ned, for he told the young lady to
· give the scout all that she had valuable with her, o be
taken to the fort and kept until safe to go through."
" Good! Oh, Lordy, good!" yelled Lumley,
The chief cast a malignant glance at Lige, ' but coninued:
" Now, Mr. · Insley, what I have is your daughter an<l
;ourself prisoners, with your two servants and this man
Lumley. In the way of booty I have the gold my lieutenant found in the secret hiding place in the coach, and
which you so kindly told me of last night when you
thought I was Buffalo Bill."
" Now, Mr. Insley, I wish the rest of the gold you sent
lo the fort, the money and jewelry your daughter had,
and then you and those with you are free to take the coach
wrstward, for I . will guide you tq where you can catch
it."
"I cannot give up what I have not in my possession, or
would, extravagant as your demands are, agree to your ·
tenns."
" You can write an order for the money and the valu-
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ables, and I will send a man to the fort, to whom they will
be delivered."
"I will do so if our freedom, the freedom of all, can
be secured by the giving up of the money and other
things.
.
"But I must see my daughter and converse with her."
" No, you shall see her only when I take you t? the
other retreat to catch the coach, after I have your nches.
She shall be my hostage for the keeping of your part of
our contract."
"I am in your power, and can but obey. \Vhen shall
I gi ve you the order, though I do not know whom to
, draw it on, as I cannot tell in whose keeping my daughter placed the things?"
" Draw it upon the paymaster at the fort, and order
him to deiiver to David Jenks, assistant superintendent of
the Overland Coach Company, your gold coin, paper
money and valuables, sent for safe keeping, when informed that outlaws were waiting to hold you up.
"State in that order that through the brave action and
clevet11ess of Driver Lige Lumley, who drove your coach
by a long trail around all danger, you were enabled to
avoid the Mounted Sharps and arrive, after some days, in
Good-Luck Camp in safety, and where you will await
the coming of your property, Mr. Jenks being given a
guard to accompany him by the superintendent at Outfit
City.
.
"I will give you the full particulars of what you are
to write, and if you do your part squarely by me, I will
do right by you."
"You couldn't if yer tried, durn yer,'' growled Lige,
who had listened in utter amazement to what Captain
Coolhand had been saying.
The order was dictated by Captain Coolhand, written
carefully by the Californian, a11d signed,
"T.hanks ! I shall start out to-morrow to make the
greatest stroke of my ,li£e, one that will end my ~areer as
a road agent, for I shall e able to live on my money an'c!
enjoy my later years," and with this the chief of the
Mounted Sharps left his prisoners, just as night settled
down upon the little valley.
CHAPTER XXVIII.
T'llE MYSTERY OF LOLA EXPLAINED.

Now to explain how Lola Insley, Lee Insley's daughter,
disappeared.
When Nebraska Ned's coach started on its way to
Out City, two days before, Lola Insley lay back upon
the seat in deep thought.
She congratulated herself upon having gotten rid of
her money. and valuables, saved them from the outlaws
through Buffalo Bill, and then the thought came to . her
that there was no need of her going on to Outfit City
alone.
The extra coach on which her father was to travel
could not be very far behind, and suddenly she made the
bold resolve to slip out of Nebraska Ned's stage and wait
in the trail for the coming along of her father. This is
what she thought. As a matter of fact her father did
not go on this coach, because he was detained by illness
and did not actually start as has been shown until two
days later.
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Did she tell Ned of her intention she knew he would
at once put his veto upon her act. He could not wait
with the coach for the extra to come up, and so she decided to quietly give him the slip.
She then watched her chaflce, and whe'n the coach came
to a rough part of the trail, ascending a hill, and where
the timber was so dense all was blackness about her, she
quietly opened the door, swung herself around upon the
step, closed it, and lightly sprang off.
She lighted upon her feet and, breathing a sigh of
relief, she stood there in the trail, watching the flickering
of the stage lamps as it went on up the hi.ii, to soon disappear.
Vlhen the last glimmer of the coach lights vanished.
then only did Lola Insley realize how terribly rash had
been her act.
She was alone in a wilderness !
The .stage was not yet beyond recall , and she was
tempted to run rapidly after it.
She called loudly, but if Nebraska Ned heard the cry
he took it for the almost humai; screech of a panther.
At last she grew calmer. Her nerve returned to her.
She began to take in her surroundit'lgs, even though it
was an almost midnight gloom around her.
She moved about to at last find a large boulder, or
shaft of rock. It was but a few paces from the trail,
and upon this she climbed, after much e1fort.
A couple of dwarf pines were upon the top, and the
spines from them made a soft bed, so she settled herself
down, drawing her cloak about her, and with her head on
her arm decided to rest there in patience. ·
The long journey, however, had greatly fatigued her,
and in a few moments she was in a deep sleep.
She was awakened by the sound of hoofs and the rum·
ble and crash of wheels.
"The coach !' she cried, but before she really realized
that it was the west-bound coac!f. it had passed along on
the trail despite her call !
Once more she sank to sleep, to be again awakened
by the sound of hoofs.
A single ho_rseman dashed by like a ghost in the darkness.
Could she but have known that it was Lone Sam going
to meet Nebraska Ned's coach on its way back from
Outfit City!
•
A third time she slept.
Once again she sank to sleep, and her slumber was
sound.
She awoke, chilled through; the day had dawned, ml
all about her \Vas a scene wild in the extreme.
She had a little food that she had brought with her.
and ate a small portion of it.
What could have happened to Lige Lumley's coach, she
wondered. Had it passed her in the night while she
slept.
She at once ran to the trail and gazed fixedly at it,
to discern the tracks of the two coaches-the trail of
the west-bound after that of Nebraska Ned's.
Her father's coach had not been along.
Surely he must have had an accident.
She was now very thirsty and walked on until at last
1>he came to a stream.
'I

It quenched her thirst, and she bathed her face and felt
refreshed.
She wouid find a secure hiding place and 'there await
the coming of the extra coach.
A secure hiding place was readily found, another out-'
lying of the cliffs with · a crevice in it, and dwarf pines
clinging to it.
Gathering a heap of pine spines Lola Insley made for
herself a perfect nest in the crevice of the rock.
It was a long time before sleep came to her eyes, but at
last nature yielded to fatigue, and she sank into a <leep
'
slumber.
She awoke with a start. It was davm.
But, surely, some sound had awakened her-what she
'
did not know.
Arising, she found that her limbs were stiff from exposure.
But she walked to the stream, got a draught of water,
and bathed her face.
Then she .returned to her lair to decide what was best
for her to do.
Some accident must have happened to her father, for
no coach had passed in the night; there were no fresh
·
tracl-s in the trail.
1t then dawned upon her to walk back to Lone Sam's
cabin.
She remen~bered that she had passed it in Nebrasl~
Ned's coach.
It could not be over twenty miles a\vay, surely. Why
hacl she not thought of that before?
From there she could go to the fort.
The stock-tender hacl seemed so kind, and he surely
would aid her in her distress and give her a horse to
ride to the fort .
There, her story told, the officer would send out brave
Buffalo Bill, she thought, to find her father.
She ate the remnant of her food, and then started upon
her way.
That is, she prepared to leave thy. rock, when she gave
a low cry of alarm and shrank back.
There, not fifty feet away, she beheld a large mountain lion !-his basilisk eves fix ed upon her!
Down on the rocks -ihe crouched, scarcely daring to
move, and crouching fifty feet away, silent, motionl ess,
save for the whisking of his t:i.il, was the huge mountain
terror!
How long she crouched there she could not tell. She
had drawn her revolver, but dared she fire? She was a
good shot, but what if she only wounded the fierce brute?
So the time passed until at last she once more heard
hoof-f'ills.
It was a horseman, the sound told her, and she could
wdcome even an outlaw then!
He appeared to be crossing the ridge, and, a moment
after, came in sight.
The panther heard him, too; saw him, uttered a savage
growl, and refused to give up his hoped-for prey.
Then came a shot. a yelp, and she knew no more!
She had fainted when succor was at hand!
It was a woman's privilege, and she had availed herself
of it.
'When she recovered she found herself lying on the
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banks of the little stream. Her hair was loose and hung
in waves aoout her.
She opened her eyes upon a face she had seen before.
After a Jong breath or two she said:
"You are Buffalo Bill?"
"Yes, lady, I am."
" You saved me from a fearful death?"
" I am happy in coming along as I did.
"H ow do vou feel, miss?"
" All right ~ now."
"l\1.ay I rask if you are not Nebraska Ned's passenger
of two nights ago?"
"Yes, I am that woman."
"Did the outlaws take you from his coach?"
"No, I left the coach of my own accord, to wait there
until my father's coach came along."
"Ah ! the secret is out, then."
"What secret?"
"You are Miss Lola Insley of California?"
"I am!"
CHAPTER XXIX.
WHO HE WAS.

"Miss Insley, I am more than happy to have found
vou "
• Buffalo Bill spoke with an earnestness that could but
attract Lola Insley's attention, and she said, naively:
" Not more than- I am at having been found. Where
is that terrible beast ?"
"L ying over there dead. I shall see that you get his
skin, head, claws, and all, as a reminder of your a<lventure."
"A terrible reminder, but I should like it, and I thank
you. But, Mr. Cody, what are you going to do with
me, now you have saved me?"
"T ake you to Lone Sam's cabin and later on to the
fort. "
"Oh, sir, ru·n you tell me of my father?" and in an
eager, rapid 111anner Lola told just why she had slippeJ.
out of Nebraska Ned's coach.
''Yes, Miss Insley, I have found your father," answered Buffalo Dill, after listening to her"story with dceptllt i terest.
he safe, and--"
'' 11 safe, hut a prisoner.
"Bttt I'll tell you as we go along, for I am anxious to
get to Lone Sam's cabin, that he may go to the fort for
help fo r me.
' ·You will accept a ride behind me on my mule, of
1 cou rse."
1
" Gladlv."
H e Jed the large and handsome mule up and iiftccl
her lightly to a seat behind his saddle. . .
T hen he mounted, and, as he crossed the trail, he said:
" I do not care to meet any one, so go this way to
Sam's cabin."
" And m,· fath er is safe?"
" I'll tel( you all about him."
So Buffalo Bill told the story of how Lige Lum1ey's
coach had been held up and how it had been taken off
the trail by following the bed of a creek.
The fate of the coach, and all, as he had read the signs,
he had made known, and ended with:

"Now, when Lone Sam left me on foot, as he did, I
came on, and, after some very good guessing, thinking,
and trailing, I hit upon the retreat of the outlaws.
"I found out enough to know that your father and
those with him were there, and then I decided to strike
for Lone Sam's cabin, get help, and swoop down upon
the outlaws with all dispatch.
"\Vhat guided me the way that led me to you I do
not know ; some unseen influence, I suppose.
"And now I can assure you that your father will soon
be rescued."
"Heaven bless you I"
On went the splendid mule, caring nothing for his
double weight, sure-footed and untiring.
At last the scout halted.
"Miss Insley, I caught sight of a man running along
yonder ridge. Will you await me here for a few minutes,
until I see who he is and what mischief he is up to?"
She slipped quickly to the ground, and Buffalo Bill
i;purrcd on for a couple of hundred yards.
There his mule pricked up his ears, and Buffalo Bill
halted.
A moment after, up the hill, the scout saw the man
he !'Ottght.
"That fellow is tracking human game, I am certain,''
decided Buffalo Bill, as ·he shaded his eyes with his hand
and looked up toward the bright hilltop.
He sprang from his saddle, hitched the mule, and, seeing that Lola Insley was still in sight, beckoned to her
to come there.
She did so, but when she reached the spot where the
mule was tied, the scout was not to be seen.
He had gone up over the ridge and disappeared.
What Buffalo Bill saw was a man crouching down
and watching some one, or something down in a little
vale.
A moment after the man rose to his feet, the ·rifle he
~arried was leveled w~th a rest against a small tree, and
JUSt then the scout saw the game he was after.
"My God! It is the Giant Miner!"
'Nith this exclamation Cody's rifle flew to his shoul<ler
and his fing·er pulled trigger· a second in advance of the
one whose shot was to kill the miner!
The reader knows the result, and also how it was that
Duffalo Bill came to be there at that time.
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When Buffalo Bill had tol d the miner that he was not
alone, and they went to see the bocly of the man who
had fallen under the scout's deadly aim, the latter had
quickly said :
"You say that you know hirn-who is he?"
"David Jenks, the assistant superintendent of the Overland Compa;1y."
Buffalo Bill gave a loud whistle, and said:
"\i\lhat was his motive in wishing to kill you ?"
"He had two motives-first, he wished to get my
gold, and second, he knew that I suspected him of being
1.he secret ally or spy of the Mounted · Sharps."
"Was he?"
"You saw that he aimed at my life, so a man who
would do that could be guilty of any crime."
. "That is true ; but his career is ended, and the Mounted
Sharps will not be Ion~ behind him."
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"I hope not, for I was going to give you aid in hunting them down, as I have lately been secretly on their
trail, and know their retreat."
"In a valley that severs a mountain spur over toward
the 'river?"
"Ah! you too know it."
"Yes, I have tracked them, and am now going to
Lone Sam's cabin to send to the fort for help."
"No · need of help. There are but three, the chief, a
negro and a Chinese, with this dead man their secret
ally"-at which information Buffalo Bill gave another
whistle of surprise.
CHAPTER XXX.
A TRIO ON THE TRAIL.

It was a ghastly companion for a ride, the body of
the dead superintendent strapped over the saddle to
carry it to Lone Sam's cabin, but brave Lola Insley had
suggested that it should be so.
The dead man was borne to Sam's cabin and Lola rode
behind as she had on her way across 'the country.
Buffalo Bill and the Giant Miner walked, and led the
way at a very quick gait.
When Buffalo Bill and Miss Insley reached the cabin
the miner had been there for a quarter of an hour, and
Lon~ Sam had heard the story of what had occurred.
The pony-rider& had not arrived, and Miss Insley was
at once given possession of the cabin, while the body of
the superintendent was put in a small hut near.
Buffalo Bill wrote two letters, one to Colonel Duncan,
the other to Captain Lloyd Winter. Of the former he
asked that an escort of cavalry be sent the next day to
'
Lone Sam's cabin, that was all.
To the superintendent he wrote that it was important
he should come .with all dispatch to Lone Sam's cabin,
and to bring an extra coach with him.
In conclusion he said:
"'Vh en vou reach the cabin you will see if it was a
game of biuff on my part or not."
Bot11 Buffalo Bill and the Giant Miner kept out of sight
when the pony-riders dashed up to the cabin, and as Loi<\
· Insley was already domicile<l in Sam's pleasant quarters,
th ey saw only the stock-tender, received the letters, and
.
da:hed 0 11 their way.
Then Lola was told to make herself perfectly at home
and to " hold the fort" until the return of the three men,
who were. going upon an expedition that they hoped
would prove a grand success.
Cody and Lone Sam had held a long talk with the
Giant l\.Iiner, and were convinced that he was right in
his assertion that the Mounted Sharps numbered only
three men in the field-Captain Coolhand, the Chinaman,
and the negro, with the traitor assistant superintendent,
Jenks, as an occasional ally to swell the force. He told
just how the trails ran from the ridge known as Devil's
Back-Bone, so the scout and stock-tender could see how
three men could hold a coach up a dozen times within a
'iftv mile drive.
"They have a framework in which rifles are placed,
i:.o that h3.lf a dozen guns can be fired at once, and in
other ways give an idea of numbers, while Captain Coolhand is ·an expert ventriloquist and can give an order:
and answer it at a distance, in a wonderful way_.

"I have watched them, and was slowly laying my plans
to one day strike a blow and alone rake in the whole
outfit.'
Iviounted upon fresh horses the three rode off upon the
trail to the retreat of the Mounted Sharps.
They reached the secret valley in the· night, and quietly
waited for dawn.
Their first duty was to round up the outlying horses, for
no watch was kept, and half a hundred splendid animals
were driven into the log corral near the entrance to the
valley.
Then the three daring men moved cautiously on foot
toward the cabins.
They approached near to the cabins, the wind fortunately being in their faces, so that the dogs did not get
the scent. There thev waited.
At last, as the morning broke, the negro outlaw stepped
out of a cabin and came toward the camp-fire.
"Darkie Dick!"
"Who dat callin' me?"
"Buffalo Bill !" and he stepped into view as he spoke.
"Lordy, Massa Bill, I thought it were a voice from
de clouds.
"I so glad ter see yer, sah ! But, come out ~>' sight,
quick, fer I has got somethin' ter tell yer.''
The negro quickly led the way into the bushes, but
started, as he saw the scout was not alone.
"Massa Bill, and gemmans, I tells yer honest, I ain't
no outlaw," he protested.
"Yer see, sah, when I were at ther fort my old massa
come thar, and he know'd I were suspected of a murder,
and so he jist told me he were in it fer money.
"Well, Massa Bill, I were terrible distressed, and didn't
know what ter do, until one night he come to me and
says how he hed jest robbed all the officers, fer he were
what he call a professional burglar, and as he hed fixed
it so I would be suspected, I must git out and wait fer
him at a certain place. ·
"Lordy ! I was jist scared ter death, and only too
anxious ter rro; but when I started, he bein' with me, ther
guard he st:'pped up, and he, not me, kill him.
"I had the big bag of things he had stolen, and he h p
arranged fer me ter take 'em all, an jist how ter esc~
' "It were some days arter thet he come and joiA ,me;
o
and he said as how I would be hung fer ther mur,
·
ther guard.
"Then he told me he were going inter ther road agent
business, that he hed a pard who was one of the bosses
of the Overland Company, and a Chinee who wan't afeard
of ther devil, and he knew the country perfect.
"Well sah he forced me ter help him, and ·thet's the
whole tr~ife df de matter, and if I has ter hang I can't tell
no more dan de trufe.''
"You have been more .s inned against, Dusky Di,ck, than,
sinning, and if you will help us out now, I 'll make it all
t
right for you.''
"Deed, Massa Bill, I does anything you says."
,
"How many men are in the band ?"
"Ther chief, sah, ·who are Cap'n Cool hand, and who, ·
when he hev his beard cut right, though he hed a smooth
face when at ther fort, plays he is you, sah, but were
known in thcr camps as Shadder Bill.''
"Ah!"
1e
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"He's been a actor, sah, and he kin make himself look
like a couple o' dozen men if he wants ter."
"I see. Who else is he?"
"That boss of de trail, sah."
"David Jenks, you mean?"
"Yas, sah. It is he who gives up all de n_ews to de
chief."
"Aha! that accounts for the robberies, but he is safe,
so now tell me of the others."
"Only the Chinee, sah, an' me."
"Those are al1 ?"
·
"Yes, sah."
"You have prisoners here?"
"W c has, sah; but I already done tole de gernman I
were goin' ter let you know.
"That is in your favor. The outlaws have harmed
none of the prisoners?"
"No, sah."
"And the two yotmg men taken from Left-Hand•Larry' s coach ?"
"They is in a little cabin up dis valley, sah."
"And where is Coolhand ?"
"In de cabin whar de young men is."
,
"And the Chinee ?"
"Yonder he come now, sah ?"
CHAPTER XXXI.
CONCLUSION.

The Chinaman was approaching the camp-fire, and in
the dim light of dawn did not see the men stattding in the
shadow of the timber.
Another moment, and Buffalo Bill had thrown his lasso,
and, dragging the celestial to the earth, he was quickly
bound by Lone Sam and the miner.
Then the party started for the upper cabin, half a mil.:
away, and "Dusky," or Darkie Dick, knocked at the door,
calling to Captain Coolhand to open it.
He did so, but with revolver in hand, and instantly rec·
ognized Buffalo Bill as the latter covered him.
There were two quick shots, but the scout was the
quicker in drawing trigger, and the outlaw chief fell with
,
a mortal wound.
He did not live many minutes, but before he died he
told that "Dusky" was not guilty of the crimes of which
he had been accused, and revealed just where all the
stolen property could be found.
"I was born bad; and ·So I die. But so be it. It is in
the chances of outlawry. I failed in the moment of success, and I accept my fate at your hands, Buffalo Bill."
Such were his last words.
The two young men, Sprague and Sanford, were found
in the cabin heavily ironed, and their joy at their release
was great.
On their way to the lower cabin all heard several shots
fired, and hastened on.
"It's all right, pards ! Thet Chinee were about ter git
away, and I kilt him," cried Lige Lumley.
"I let ther dogs hev it, too," 'cause they come fer me,"
he added.
Then he explained that he had heard voices, had come
out of the cabin, and saw the Chinaman lying bound at
the camp-fire.
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He walked toward him and saw that the Mongolian had
just freed his feet of the bonds, and he continued:
"Ther Mexican gal bed a shooter they hed not tuk
from her, and she heel given it to me.
"You bet it come in fine just then, and I let China hev
it, and then come ther dogs on a rush, fer they had been
hunting in ther timber, I guess.
"So I give them a dose of ther same medicine and they
went ter sleep.
"Pard Bill, I said yo'u would do it and you has."
Explanations followed all around. Mr. Insley quickly
learned of Lola's safety, and that she was waiting for
him at Lone Sam's cqbin.
The bodies of Captain Coolhand and the Chinee were
also taken along, and the party started for the stock-tender's cabin.
Of the meeting of father and daughter I need not
speak; for it can be readily imagined.
Mr. Insley decided to go on to the fort, as the scout
deemed it best, and the escort from the fort arriving under
Lieutenant Keyes, accompanied his party there.
Cody remained at 'the cabin with Lone Sam and
"Dusky," awaiting the coming of Captain Winter.
The latter had come through in an extra coach with all
speed, and at once heard the whole i;tory of his brother
officer's treachery to jie company, gla,nced at his body,
heard what Dick had to say, and said:
. "Well, Cody, you have kept your word, and done more
than I believed it was possible for one man to do. Th<!
company will ever hold you in rememberance."
At the fort the whole story was again told, and Darkie
Dick, or "Dusky," as the outlaw chief had christened him,
was exonerated from all blame and became Buffalo Bill's
black scout, of which appellation he was very proud.
The Giant Miner also decided to go East and show how
he had been persecuted, and the two detectives found mat'ters reversed, for they went as his prisoners, Lone Sam
accompanying him, for it was shown that he was well-todo in this world's goods, and had only come to the frontier
to enjoy a couple of years of wild life and hunting.
On the way the extra coach followed the regular closely,
but both passed through unmolested, ·and Mr. Insley and
his lovely daughter reached their Eastern abiding place in
safety with all their riches, and in less than a year Lola
became the wife of Lee Roberts, once known as Lone Sam
of the Overland.
The Giant Miner, it may be said, at once turned the two
detectives over to the proper authorities, told his story in
full, and proved the persecution against him.
The result was that he got the inheritance left him, and
was merciful to the two men who had been in the employ
·
of his foes.
Thus ends the trail on the Overland.
THE END.

Next week's issue, No. 85, will contain "Buffalo Bill's
Single-Handed Game; or, Nipping Outlawry in the
Bud." The great scout does some wonderful work with
a lariat. How he corraled a whole band of desperadoes
single-handed and the terrible fight he had with them
later on will be told in this issue.

This is a ripping good contest.
From North, East, South and West, boys are trying for a prize.
Don't get ldt.
Send your dream in, and be happy.
For rules and list of prizes, see page 3f.·
A BottomlCM Pit.
·(By Walter Shepley, Providence, R. I.)
I bad been reading Buffalo Bill's Phantom Arrow, and,
feeling tired, went to bed and was soon sound asleep.
I dreamed I was on a large plain with a belt of timber
on my right. I was walking along _quite slowly, when,
straight from the timber, came an old man with a long
beard. In one hand he held a large club, while in the
other he held a chain attached to the collar of a large
Dane dog. As soon as I saw him, ' I started to run, with
the old man close at my heels. I had gone about fifty
yards when I came to a dead stop, at the edge of a large
hole. I tried to run again, but found I could not move
my feet no matter how much I tried. Just as the old
man got within a few feet of me, I fell over backward
into what seemed to be a bottomless pit, for I kept going down, down, until I Jost all consciousness. \Vhen I
woke up I found myself on the floor.

,iy Dream.

(By Joseph V. Carey, Philadelphia, Pa.)
I.
A FIGHT.

I was stail.ding on Girard avenue looking in a store
window when somebody gave me a kick. I turned around
to see who did it. There stood three niggers grinning
from ear to ear. Two of them were my size, the other
was a llttle smaller. I asked them who it was that kicked
me. Then they all laughed at me. I became angry. As
I am a boy that can take care of myself when the time
comes, I did not like the way they treated me. The

largest coon of the bunch said : "What would you do
if I did tell you who kicked yoi.t ?" I said I would make
him feel sorry for what he had done. They all closed iq 1
around me and I saw that there was only one thing to be
done, and that was to fight. I struck out with my right
hand and caught the largest coon between the eyes sc1 .
hard that my knuckles cracked. The coon took a com"'
plete somersault in the air. I could not help laughing
at the other two, the cowards, for soon as I knocked hin 1 ,
down they took to their heels and ran as fast as the 1·
could, leaving their comrade lying on the pavement,
This is my dream that came partly true the next day.

rr:
THE TRUE PART.

It was about six o'clock the next day when I was coming down Venango street with a load of wood on a pushcart. I was going uphill when a nigg·er jumped on th~
front of the cart. I told him to get off, but he would not
do it, so I gave him a push and he fell in the street. He
got up and I saw that he meant fight. Being a little bit'
bigger than I, he thought he would scare me. He felf
in his back pocket. I then thought he was going to draw a
knife, but a friend of mine told me he had nothing, so
I started in. The next thing he did was to make a kick
at me. I punched him in the jaw an awful hard cracl·
but he kept on trying to get me into a clinch, but I kep,
him away as much as possible. At last he got me wher
he wanted me. \Vhile we were clinching he bit me o
the arm right at the muscle.. I went to St. Luke's Hosp
tal and had it treated. The doctor said it would hav '
turned to blood poison if I had not had my coat on, ~
there was a piece bit out of my arm. \Vhen we wei;
separated, the coon ran home as fast as he could. Ml,
friends say that I had the best of the fight all th~ w ;
through until he bit me. I am happy to say that my an '
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is better and ready for that coon any day he wants to try
his funny business, but I have not seen him since.

&cape from An Awful Death.
(Dy Frank B. McGuigan, Cheisea, Mass. )

,
On a cold Decc:mbe:- night; after arriving home froin
a party, feeling .fatigued and sleepy, I went quickly to
bed. After lying for a short while thinking over the
events of the evening, I soon fell asleep. l\iy dream beg-an. I dreamed that I was at a wedding. The sur~oundings,' I thought, could hardly be exceeded in beauty.
Suddenly in the midst of fr:e gayety, the piercing cry of
fire was heard, which echoed loudly throughout the
building. With one great rush the people flocked to the
stairs, which were now blocked by the flames. \Vhen
the people saw that the only means of escap'e was shut
off, they rushed madly for the roof. After a ~ime the
engines arrived, when ladders were quickly raised and
the work of rescue began.
Many of the party were rescued when the flames were
seen quickly creeping toward the roof and all escape by
the ladder~ was now shut off. Just at this moment a
great cry went up from below, as the flames could be
seen enveloping the buildir _J;.
Slowly, but surely, I could feel myself sinking with the
roof into the midst of the flames . \Vi th a loud scream,
I awoke from my dream only to find that the bedclothes
\¥ere in bad condition and my body exteuding lengthwise
across the bed. So ended my fearful dream.

he had taken off the citizen clothes he wore and was
dressed in a suit of bright red.
He informed me that St. Peter had sent for the doomed
man and said that I would have to take his place. I" was
led to a huge precipice that overhung a lake of melted
lead, and told that I would first be thrown into it. Just
then I feit some one grab my feet and somebody else
grab my head. I was lifted bodily and thrown into--a
tub of cold water by my roomu;ates to wake me up for
reveille had just sounded, and I believe I missed a fate
m'ore terrible than is meted out to Dante's unfortunate
victims.
An Awfol Sensc,tion.
(By ''Barron Hampton.")
As I stepped into the yard I heard a sharp report and
felt a stinging about my head, and, seeing two men approach rne from the other end of the yard, I staggered and
fell on my face. for I felt that I hacl beet'I shot.
The men came up to where I was lying, and one asked:
''Is he dead?".
The other replied :
"Yes, you got him that time."
The first man said:
"I'll see," and \vith that he took .ftis two forefingers,
and, placing one in each of my ears, he commenced to
press on them, and, oh! what a terrible feeling it was.
It seemed as though he was trying to make his fingers
meet in my head. It continued so long that I could not
stand it any longer. A numbness came over me· and I
knew no more.

*

::<

A Stran:;e I'.r~am.
(By Jam es E. Brunsdon, Sterling, CGnn.)
One night I dreamed I was walking through the country, \vhen I saw a 'squirrel running aiong a fence. I
started to run after it, ·but a sudden growl at my back
made me stop. I looked around, and grasped for my revolver, but had left it home. So I immediately took my'
knife. Just then a dog jumped for my throat. I r<'..n the
knife into his breast repcate<1ly, but no use: he was getting- me by the throat when father called me to breakfast.
Next day my dog was shot for biting a little girl.

A Curious Dream.
(By Elgin Bomar, College Station, Texas.)
On thr night of Aprii 25th, 1902, I fell asleep ancl
dreamed a dream of which I \vill now write.
I was walking out for my afternoon exercise when I
met a very peculiar looking man. He .resembled a
Frenchman very much, but his· ears were sharply pointed,
and when he took off his hat I noticed a growth on his
head which -very much resembled horns. He spoke in
1 a pl easant voice, and told me he had come to tal<e me to
, see a doomed man receive his punishment. He then
made a few passes over my head, muttering some funny
lingo, and then all beca171e blank. When I awoke from
the . trance, after about tw6 hours, I found myself in a
very warJU re~ion, Lookin~ ab9Yt for my friend, I saw

*

*

*

*

*

\ Vhen I awoke I 1-.ad th~ shivers, but, of course, I was
glad it was all a dream. It seems to be a peculiar way of
doing-, but I have since tried it and found it, indeed, an
awful sensation. Just try it, readers.

,
Chased by IncHaos.
(By Cleveland Heinrichs.)
I had just got through with a hard day's work and was
feeling pretty tired, so I resolved to take a' good rest. I
ate a hearty supper and retired about eight o'clock. I was
sleepingly soundly when I started to dream. I dreamed I
was visiting my grandfather in the country and had
started out hunting early in the morning by myself. I
wandered through the woods until it began to grow dark.
The birds had ceased singing and he owl started its
fri1htfttl whobing. I started for home, but; tb my surprise, I was lost.· I wandered around until I saw a campfire in the distance. I walked to about twenty yards
from the campfire and peered through some brush, when,
to my sirprise, they were Indians, and I started to retreat when something grabbed me. I turned and saw
it was a redskin. I struck him in the face and he fell,
uttering that fearful war-cry. I started on a run with all
the Indians after me. It seemed as if every time I would
take a step I would fall and the Indians would gain on
me. I kept looking areµnd to see how close they were to
me. They were gaining more and more, when, lo, I fell

so
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again. I had ran off a steep bank. I could feel myself
going through the air; it was a terrible feeling. I looked
below and saw the rocks which I was sure to hit on. I
went nearer and nearer to my death, when, at last, I hit
the bottom, and 1 woke up with a yell. I opened my eyes
to see where I was. I was overcome with joy when I
found it was nothing but a dream. I turned over and
fell asleep again, not waking up until the next morning,
a·eady for a good day's work.

Jonah and the Whale.
(By Lloyd B. Roberts, New Orleans, La.)
I dreamed that I went fishing to try my luck with my
new fishing outfit. While I was on the bank fishing, I
heard a splash, and, looking up, saw an alligator, that in
my dream seemed to be a.bout 100 feet long. I paid no attention to him, but went on fishing. I got a bite after a
while and landed a large trout. 'Nhen I we:• taking him
off the hook. ''Swish, bang," something hit me that
knocked me down. V1' hen I ca.me to, I was in the alligator's stomach. I saw Jonah in there. "Hello," says I.
"What are you doing here instead of being in a whale?"
He said. "People made a mistake when they said that a
whale swallowed me, for I was in a boat ta.ting pictures
with Buffalo Bill's camera that I got from Street &
Smith." After a while we concluded to escape. \Ve
started, and explored through a tunnel for about a mile
and came upon a lake. vVe saw fish swimming in it and
we thought we would take a sail. So Jonah looked for a
boat, but he could not find one. I went and found a log.
Jonah said, ''Let's get this log and escape." "All right,
come on," I said. Vi e got aboard and drifted down the
stream. After a while we came to the end, and, looking
out, saw daylight.
I shouted for joy. But the next moment I found myself sprawled out on the ffoor, and mother hit me a
whack that made my ears sing for an hour. She <:aid
I will see that you don't read any more of Buffalo Bili's
stories. But I reminded her of the prize, and I won her
over after a while and gave three cheers for Buffalo Bill.
This is my dream.
Tragedy in Dre1mland.
(By John Nicholson, Edinburg, Indiana.)
After about three hours of restlessness, I fell asleep.
The scene that then swept oYer my vision comes back to
me very plainly. A deep, black creek flowed between two
very high banks <>nd an iron bridge spanned the waters,
over which the tr ns tore daily at their highest speed.
I was standing upon the bank when I noticed that one
of the rails was displaced and lay across the one at its
side. I clambered down the side of the !Jllnk to the bridge
and began tugging- at the rail.
But it did no g·ood, the rail was too heavy f11r me, and
I was just laying it down , when I heard a fluffering and
blowing above my head. Looking up, I saw two great
red hands with black nails, and the fingers were clawini
~
wildly in the air. They clutched desperately at my
throat. I pleaded for mercy. but my words were only
answered by the far-away whistling of tile train.
I began to pray, from terror. The hands pressed my

head against the rail. Nearer, nearer, I hean;l the rollin.
of the train, coming at me madly. It was on the bridge
shaking it with terrible violence. The hands clutche.
tighter.
Upon me ! Crash! then all was still. I sn eaked quiet!
back to bed for fear of waking my brother.

The Thunder Storm.
(By William Schmatz, Cleveland, O hio.)
It was in the month of Aug ust th at two chums and my
self went camping into some very dense fo rest lands, somt.
twenty miles from our town.
I lay down one night rather early, and soon started
dreaming. I dreamed we were fishing in a very calm
stream and the fish did not bite very well. when all of a
sudden som ething tugged rather hard at my line. I
started hauling it in when we observed that our boat
wa.5 moving down stream; fa ster and fas ter went th€1
boat, until it fairly fl ew over th e water, and I holding or
as if my life depended on it, not knowing enough to Je',
go. StidQ.enly we heard the ro~ring of a fall in the dis-j
tance ; nearer and nearer we seemed to dra.w , until wtl
were on the very brink, then down we shot. We landeq
with a great explosion, to find myself awake amid a ter·l
ribl e th ur. derstorm. I got up and awoke my ch um s~
who were st.ill sleeping amid all. We slept no n.0re that
nig ht.

How I Didn't KHl a Bear.
(By Herman Balk, Minneapolis, Minn.)
One nio·ht I was readini;r a Dnffalo Bill story and when
I was th; our;h I beg<>.n
feel sleepy. At bst I went
to bed and began to drec.m. One of my dreams was very
curious. 1 will tell yon about it. I was out hunting anc
I onlv had shot bvo rabbits. I was hunting all morn ing
and b:-gan to feel tired and hu ngry. I selected a nice
little place to cat my lunch rig ht near a big oak tree. I.
had set my g un against the tree, ;md began eating _my
lunch. In about tvvo minutes I suddenly heard the
cracking of dry brush. I jumped up an d, to my
great consternation, I saw a huge bear walking brisl;ly
toward me. I never once thoug·ht of my gun , but quickly
I reach e<l for some branches of the oak tr('(' , and climbcri
up. Bruin sniffed around and spied my lunch and he gobhlecl it up pretty quick. Thc:n be sniffed around the tree
and. rising on his hi nd-legs, he placed his shaggy arm~
• .arotu-d the tree and began climbing up.
Then all at once the clear. distinct report of my gun
rang out on the stillness of. the air . and Bruin set up a
roar which was ay1ful to hea r. He thefl ran a shm·t distance away and dropped down on the ground and then
he g;;i.ve a few kicks and groans and expired. Bruin had
fired my own gun 01f by setting the lumrner of the lock ir.
motion with his hind-feet, but he had be en nnlucky in hi.
aim . Th en all at once I wol:e up and found it to be
dream .
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you

all know what a success the last contest was. We propose to. make this"
even bigger. L 0 0 K AT T H IS S P L E N D I D P R a Z E 0 F F E R

1

1

n{

15 C'OMPLETE .PHOTOGRAPHIC OUTFITS

- --

•

•

including an EASTMAN BROWNIE ·CAMERA and a complete outfit for taking,
developing and printing photographs

CET ENTO THSS CONTEST
whether you were in the last or not.

All you have to 'do is to remember any

Curious Dream you have ever had, write it in five hundred words, or less, and
send it with the acCOl)lpanying coupon, properly filled out, to

BUFFALO BILL Wl;EKLY,

Care of STREET & SMITH

238 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK CITY

'

THE PRIZES WE OFFER THIS TIME
are about the FINEST EVER CIVEN in a contest of this kind.

The cameras

are beauties-simple in operation and
OOUPON

Buffalo Bill Dream Contest, No. 2

hold cartridges with film enough for six

Name ................................. ................................. ..... .

exposures without reloading. . A car-

No .... .. . ............ Street .. ................ ....... : .................... .

tridge and a complete outfit, together

City or Town .................................. ........................... .

with a book of instructions as to how

State ................................. ................................. ..... .

to take and develop photographs go

Title of Story . ....... ...... ................. ........................ , .••••

with each camera.

\

STO~IES

BlJffl\LO BILL
(LARGE SIZE.)

'

Containing the Only Stories Authorized by Hon. WILLIAM F. CODY ("Buffalo Bill").
55-Buffalo Bill's Bonanza; or. The Clan of the Silver Circle.
56-Buffalo Bill's Mascot; or The Mystery of Death Valley.
57-Buffa!o BiU and the Surgeon Scout; or, The Brpve Dumb Messenger.
58-Buffalo Bill's Mvsteriou~ Trait; or, Tracking a Hidden foe.
59-Buffalo Bill and the Masked Hussar; or, fighting the Prairie Pirates.
60-Buffolo Bill's Blind; or. Running the Death Gauntlet.
61-Buffalo Bill a nd the Masked Driver: or. The fatal Run Through Death
Canyon.
62-Buffalo Bill's Still Hunt; or. fighting the Robber of the Ranges.
63-Buffa!o Bill and the Red Riders; or. The Mad Driver of the Overlands~
64-Buffalo Bill's Oead-Shot Pard; or. The Wm-o·-the-Wiso of the Trails.
65-Buffalo Bill's Run-Down; or, The Red-Hand Renegade's Death.
66-Buffalo Bill's Red Traii; or, A Race for Ranson.
67-Buffalo Bill's Best Bower; or,, Calling the Turn on Death Notch Dick.
68-Buffalo Bill and the Gold Ghouls; or, Defying Death at Elephant Rock.
69-Buffa lo Bi1l's· Spy Shadower; or. The Hermit of G ·and Canyon.
70-Buffa lo Bill's Secret Camp; or, Trailin t.?; qie Cloven Hoofs.
71-Buffalo Bill's Sweepstake: or, Hunting the Paradise Gold Mine.
72-B uffalo Bill and the Black Heart Desperado; or, The Wipe-Out at Last
C han ce.
73-Buffalo Bilrs Death Charm; or, The Lady in Velvet.
74-B uffa lo Bill'8 Desperate Strategy; or, The Mystery of the Cliff.
7 5- B uffoto Bill and the Black Mask; or, The Rafile of Death.
76.:._ Bufialo Bl.H's Road Agent ·Round-Up; or. Panther Pete's Revenge.
77-Buffalo B ill and the Reneg:ade Queen;· or, Deadly Hand's Strange D uel.
78-Buffalo BiWs Buckskin Band; or, for . ing the Re1~kins to the Wall.
79- B uffo io Bili's Decoy Boys; or, The Dea th Rivals ofthe Big Horn.
80-Buffa lo Bm ·s Sure Shots; or, Buck Dawson's Big Draw.
81-B uffalo Bi1i ' s Texan Team; or, The Dog Detective.
82-Bu ffa to Bil l's Wa ter Trail; or, Foil ng the Mexican Ban dit.
8 3-Buffalo Bill's Hard i\ ight's Work; or, C a ~)tain Coo!h ~ nj's l<idnappin<! Plot.

1

1

Ba.ck numbers ah;ays on hand. If you cannot e-et them from your newsd~aler, five cents a copy

will btin2' them to you, by mail, postpaid.
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